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The conviction that cne's own hypothesis is right

is frequently the nark

of one vho is poorly informed about alternatives.

-H.G. Reading, 1978.
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ABSTRACT

Surficicil sedirvents east of TXinnville, Ontario representing a

limited deltaic/lacustrine/aeolian system are investigated with

the aim of defining and interpreting their geological history by

means of examining their sedimentology eind interrelationships.

The Folk cind Ward grain size statistics of sanples fran the area

were calculated. These sanple parameters ware tlien plotted on

maps to determine regional patterns. The strongest pattern

observed vas one of distinct fining to the east, away fron the

sand source. Aeolian deposits were found to be better sorted than

the surrounding sediments. The grain size parameter values vere

also plotted en bivariate graphs in an attaipL to separate the

sairples according to depositional environment. This exercise met

with little success, as most of the sediments sanpled in the area

have similar grain size parameters. This is believed to be

because the sediment sources for the different environments

(delta, distal delta, aeolian dune) are intirtHtely related, to the

point that most dunes appear to ha\« been sourced fran immediately

local sediments. It is postulated that in such a srrell

sedimentological sub-system, sediments were not involved in active

transport for a length of time sufficient for the material to cone

to equilibrium with its transporting medium. Thus, few

distinctive patterns of parameters v*;re develcped that vojld

enable one to differentiate between various environments of

deposition. The inrHturity of mar^ dune forms and the immaturity

of mineralogiccil ccrposition of all deposits support the above

hypothesis of limited transport time.

Another hypothesis proposed is that each geologically or

geographically distinct area or "sub-system" may have its own

"signature" of grain size relationships as plotted on bivariate

graphs. Thus, the enphasis, concerning graphs of this type,

should not be placed on atterpting to differentiate between

various enviroments of deposition, hut rather on investigating

the interrelationships between scu.-ples and environments within

that "sub-systen"

.
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Throu^ the course of this investigation, the existence of fielta

plciin distributary channels in the thesis area is suagested, and

the discovery of significantly different sub-units within the

TXinnville dune sediments is documented. It is inferred by

reference to other authors interpretations of the glacial history

of the area, that the time of effective aeolian activity in the

Dunnville area vas between 12,300 to 12,100 years B.^.
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INTRODUCTION A^TD PREVIOUS WORK

location and Preface

The area investigated in this thesis, located in and around the

town of Dunnville, Ontario (Latitude 42°54'N, Longitude 79° 37 'XV)

(Fig. 1), v»as described ty Chapiren and Putnam (1966) as consisting

of poorly drained sand, silt, and clay, and was interpreted by

than as representing a delta of the Grand River built into a

hi^er glacial lake phase of the Lake Erie basin. Their n\ap of

the j:hysiography of the area shows a sand plain with very few sand

dunes. Feenstra's (1972 and 1974) studies, however, reveal many

nore sand dunes in the area than Oiapman and Putnam indicated.

In later work, Feenstra (1981) discusses the ancestral Grand River

delta plain and associated sand dunes, elaborating sonevshat on the

sand dunes' history and ccrposition. Feenstra's maps (1972 and

1974) were the primary incentive for investigating this area, as

the author was previously unaware of such post-glacial aeolian

systens in the Niagara Peninsula. Since much reference will be

made to Feenstra's (1972, 1974) maps, they have been included here

as Enclosures 3 and 4.

Part of the thesis area is covered by a preliminary map produced

ty the Ontario Institute of Pedology (Langman, 1978). This map

shews a pattern of soil types similar to the outlines of surficial

geology units indicated en Feenstra's (1972 and 1974) maps,

particularly regarding the gross areal limits of the inland

aeolian dunes. The basic outline of Quaternary history, included

with this map, is based on Feenstra's (1972, 1974 and 1981)

sunmaries, and so provide no additional data in that respect.

Since Feenstra's (1972 and 1974) studies were concerned with

reconnaissance mapping of surficicil deposits, certain problems

remain unsolved. For exaitple, limited sedimentological work was

done, and no absolute age dates were determined. As well, dunes

seen to have been imppec^ on a purely morphological basis, vhich
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may have led to certain subjective napping interpretations. This

is indicated by ccrparing the western edge of the Wei land nap area

(Enclosure 3) with the eastern edge of the Dunnville imp area

(Enclosure 4). It can be seen that some deposits were not mapped

using identical parameters, resulting in different degrees of

detail and poor matching of unit boundaries between the two maps.

Despite the above noted problems, these preliminary maps vy^re

considered to be satisfactory as a base for this investigation,

because, in this case, detailed outlines of surficial deposits

were not necessary for detailed sedimentological examination.

This is also the reason v^y the thesis area vras not renapped Yr/

the author.

The most recent published work concerning part of the thesis area

is that by the Staff of the Engineering and Terrain Geology

Section, Ontario Geological Survey (19B4). This Aggregate

Resources Inventory Paper (ARIP number 67) is an excellent report

on the inventorv and evaluation of aggregate resources in the Tcwn

of Dunnville, and contains muc±i information relevant to the

econanic aspects of aggregate resources in the Dunnville area.

In ARIDb7, mudi of the technical discussion of Quaternary history

cind mapping of the area's deposits cire again based on Feenstra's

works, particioarly Feenstra 1972 and 1974.

Purpose of the Study

The surficial deposits of interest to this study represent a post-

glacicil deltaic/lacustrine/aeolian system of limited areal extent.

The objectives of this study vfere 1) to cpin insight into the

sedimentary environments of these sediments during their

deposition, by detailed excimination of the sedinentology of





selected sairples (in particular, the question of the source of the

dune sand will he considered; 2) to evaluate the methodology of

field and laboratory exanination of unconsolidated sediments,

including the effect of saitplirvg method en grain size parameters;

3) to attenpt to determine the absolute age of the inland aeolian

dunes; 4) to document the different sediment and soil types

present throu<^out the thesis area; 5) to explore and establish

facies relationships between different sediment units; and 6) to

plot the Folk and Ward grain size statistics of samples on ternary

graphs, maps and bivariate graphs in an attenpt to determine the

potential usefulness of these parameters in examining and

distinguishing between different surficial deposits, and

attarpting to clarify their sedimentological relationships.





The Study Area and Quaternary History

The sediments v\*iic±i are the main focus of this investigation, lie

east and north of Dunnville, in an area approximately 15

kilometres long by 5 kilcmetres wide. The main access and

transportation route for the region is King's Highway #3 (Fig. 2^

v^ich runs east-west throuc^ the northern part of the area. The

study area straddles the boundary between Vfeinfleet township of

Region Niagara to the east, and Moultcn tcwnship of Haldimand/

Norfolk Region to the vest.

Feenstra (1972, 1974, and 1981), studied the Ouatemar)^ geology of

the area and his correlaticn of glacial lake stages is used in

this thesis, because his (19B1) reference is the only one found in

whidi a "Lake Dunnville" stage is recognized. Therefore, the

following sunmary of Quaternary history is based on the

descriptions provided by Feenstra in the above references.

Wentworth Till, exposed in drumlins to the northwest of the imp

area, is the oldest Quatemary deposit of Late Wisconsinan age in

the area. In the map area, this till, or its equivalent, vsas

deposited by the Lake Qntario-Erie ice lobe and is present at

depth intnediately above the bedrock. It consists of a gravelly

silt till. The orientation of striae en bedrock and of long axes

of druMins indicates that glacial movement was mainly towards the

southwest to west-southv/est . (Feenstra, 1972 and 1974).

The next younger unit deposited vas the Halton Till, exposed at

the surface south of Dunnville, near I^ike Erie. This unit was

also deposited by the Qntcirio-Erie glacial lobe, moving in a

generally southwesterly direction across the Niagara Peninsula.

It consists of a clay to clayey silt till with a hurrxDcky surface.

(Feenstra 1972 and 1974) (See grain size analysis. Appendix I).









After deposition of the Halton Till, the next younger Quaternary-

deposit is the glaciolacustrine clay and silt unit, representing

deposits of la3ces frcm Lake VJhittlesey/Warren I to pre-Iiake Dana

time. (See Table 1). TTne first of these lakes to cover the

TXmnville area after final deglaciation ves glacial Lake

WhittleseyA^arren I, with a water depth of approximately 60 netres

(inferred frcm Figure 3). The cpening of progressively lover

outlets for glacial lakes resulted in successively lower water

levels, until the existance of Lake Dunnville with a v\Qter depth

of approximately 6 meters (Feenstra, 1981 and personal

ccrmunication, 19R2^. Lake Dunnville was present ^proximately

12,400 years BP (Feenstra, 19P1 and Terasmae et al, 1972).

According to Feenstra (19B1), it was during this time that an

ancestral Grand River entered the lake(s) and began to deposit the

coarse sand delta at Dunnville. The thin ^ron of fine to very

fine-grained sand and silt was also laid down at this time, as a

pro-delta deposit over the glaciolacustrine clay and silt. The

Lake Dunnville phase, as with all post-Lake Whittlesey lake

Ithases, lasted only one or two centuries before a lower lake level

was established by the opening of a lower outlet by glacial

retreat. (Dreimanis and Goldthwait, 1973). After Lake Dunnville 's

level had dropped and the glacio-fluvial deposits were exposed to

the air, prevailing westerly winds began blcwing the sand into the

longitudinal and parabolic dunes seen between Dunnville and

Winger. (Feenstra, 1972 and 1974). This period of aeolian

reworking is estimated to have occurred between 12,300 and 12,000

years RP, during the Tvso Credos Interstadial

.

Boreal woodlands, predcminantly spruce, followed the retreating

glacicil ice (and lakes). It is presumed that vegetation

associated with these woodlands served to step the erosion and

transport of the sarriy material, and to stJibilize the dunes.

About 10,000 to 11,000 years BP, pine forests began to replace

spruce, F^J^icularly in better drained areas (Dreinenis and

Goldthwait, 1973).





TABLE 1.

YFARS
BP

ODRRELATION CF FDRt^R lAKE STAGES AND "HALTON" ICE
HAR3INS IN THE NIAGARA PENINSULA. (Frcm Feenstra,
1981)

LAKE STAGES
ERIE BASIN ONTARIO BASIN

ICE MARGINS
NIAGARA PENINSULA

12 100* Early
Lake Erie

Lake
Tonawanda

Lake
Ircquois

Early Lake Erie

Lake Dunnville
Lake Dana

Proglacial waters
ponded between
ice margin and
Niagara EscarpriBnt

Possibly extending
for short distances_
into Ontario basin."

Early Lake Algonquin

Lake Lundy

Jjake Grassmere

Lake Warren III

Lake VJayne

Ice margin in Ontario
basin retreating
fuirther east-and
"northward away frcm
the Niagara Peninsula

Ice imrgin oscillated
over short distances
_between Vinenount
Moraine cind Lcwland
north of Niagara
Escarpment

Lake Warren II

Lake Warren I

13 GOOf Lake Whittlesey

Niagara Falls Moraine
Fort Erie Moraine
_Crystal Beach Moraine
Wainfleet Moraine
Mohav\k Bay Moraine

Inferred terminal
position Port Huron
readvance

Calkin (1970)
+Calkin (1970); Dreimanis (1966); Lowdon et al, (1976, GSC-2213).
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Access

Permission for property access was freely given, except in poster!

areas, or areas vAiere agricultural activity prcJiibited entry.

Drainage ditches along roads provided st^me exposures, as did

roadcuts through sorre of the higher features. Generally,

exposures along roads \-fere limited in both ruFher and extent

because of the low feature relief. (See Plate 1^

Seme excellent exposures vfere found in snail sand pits scattered

throughout the thesis area. (See Informal Site Name map. Fig. 4).

Excavations were rarely extended belc^v the average elevation of

the region, (approximately 178 metres above sea level) because of

the poor drainage and high vvater table present.

Field recognition of the low-amplitude dunes was hampered by both

bush vegetation and farming procedures. Cleared land provided an

unobstructed view of the ground surface, as seen in air photos,

but plowing, harvesting, and attempts at draining scms areas has

altered surface topography and soil colour enou^i to produce

confusing patterns. Through erosion and cultivation processes,

material frcn topographically "high" points (1-2 meters above the

surrounding area) is gradually being moved and deposited towards

the edges of the features, thus smearing any boundaries that may

be present in the field. Deliberate flattening of the land for

cultivation, and removal of material as a source of aggregate had

the rost serious effect.





1]

B

Plate 1: Typical Dunnville Dunes

A: IXme scxtth of Hwy. 3, site of sanple PD 414
View is looking north

B: Munty ROe>d dune
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METHODS
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IT^RODIICTION

It was decided to use grain size analysis to obtain sample

parameter values o^/er the vhole thesis area (large scale mapping)

euid over individual exposures of deposits (small scale mapping).

Grain size parameters are a convenient \^ay of expressing and

keeping track of sedimentological patterns or trends that may be

present within a deposit, either at the large or sitbII scale. It

is cissumed that the sedimentological conditions present at the

time of sediment accumulation will be "recorded", to a certain

extent, by the grain size distribution of the material sairpled.

This is not to suggest that grain size distribution provides all

the answers to questions about environment of deposition.

However, the analysis of sample grain size parameters can give a

very good indicaticn of such, and it is one of the goals of this

thesis to determine the potential usefulness of grain size

parameters in examining and distinguishing between various

surficial deposits, and attarpting to clarify their

sedimentological envircaiments.

The riHss of cfeta obtained frcm grain size analysis was plotted on

different maps and graphs in the hope of being able to distinguish

between different types of deposits, to attempt to clarify

sediment depositicn patterns and to model facies relationships

between selected depositional units.

This is not to imply that grain size parameters are the only data

source used to achieve the above mentioned goals, but they are a

very iirportant ccrponent in these efforts. The examination of

sedimentary structures and, to a certain extent, geanorphology,

are also fairly significcint factors providing evidence from vshich

a synthesis of data was irade.
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FIELD HCTHODS

The examination of airphotos taken over the thesis area in 1978

proved to be a disappointing exercise. ?^t the scale of the photos

examined (1:10,000), it was difficult, if not impossible to

distinguish between tlie major types of surficial deposits

illustrated by Feenstra (1972 and 1974).

Field observations seened to indicate that the best ways to

differentiate and assign preliminary classifications of

depositional environments to sanples, \-iere on the basis of 1)

grain size, 2) geoTDrphology and 3) sedimentary structures.

Feenstra 's preliminary maps (1972 and 1974) were extrenely useful

as preliminary guides to depositional environments.

It was fairly sirrple to differentiate material of Feenstra 's unit

#9 (coarse sand delta at Dunnville) ty its grain size, proximity

to the west end of the thesis area ard the occasional discovery of

pebble-size clasts. The presence of this unit directly above

massive clay (the glaciolacustrine deposits of Feenstra, 1972 and

1974) was also a good indication of its environment of deposition.

Confusion arose, however, v^en a fine sand with current ripple

cross-lamination was found, directly above massive clay (as at the

Horse Farm Section, Figure 46). It was not known v*iether to

classify this material as a delta deposit, or a deposit of delta

distributary channel infill, or as material of the silty/sand

aprcxi. For purposes of record, this particular type of deposit

was sinply classified as "unknown environment of deposition".

Sanples were deemed to be from Feenstra 's silty/sand apron (unit

#3b, 1972 and #8, 1974) if they were obtained in the eastern

portion of the m^ area; consiste:^ mainly of fine sand and/or

silt, and were not on tc^xyjraphic highs.
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Sajrples of dune sand (Feenstra's units #3d, 1972 and #10, 1974)

were easily identifiable by virtue of their locations on

topographically high spots, and their relatively coarser grain

size when ccrpared to surrounding sediments. Because the dune

san3s were relatively \nell exposed and formed the nost interesting

deposit in the area, they were sampled in more detail than other

units. This resulted in an abundance of samples of dune origin to

be analyzed.

Differentiation of samples fran the Wentworth and Halton tills, as

well as stream terrace samples, were based en locations selected

fran Feenstra's (1974) man.

Sarples were collected in the field with the objective of

examining surficial materials over the entire study area. The

sarple location maps (Figs. 5 and (^, Enclosure 2) show the

distribution of data points, as well as the generally east-west

and north-south lines of coring sites.

Surface sarrples were collected by: 1) vertical channel sanpling;

2) randan spot sampling; or 3) systanatic spot sampling over a

verticcil interval. A description of sampling techniques is

detailed in Ajipendix IV.

There are many small-scale sand pits scattered throughout the

thesis area (Fig. 4). The size of the sand pits varied fran a few

tens of cubic meters reroved frctn the side of a hill, for the

personal use of the landowner (ie. at P.D. Dune), to extensive

excavation for \arious purposes, including road building (ie.

Kentucky Hill, Butcher dune). The sand pits provided an excellent

opportunity to examine exposures of dune imterial (Plates 2 and

3). Certain pits were selected for detailed examination. Channel

samples, spot samples and individual laminae samples were all

obtained fran a single exposure in the Cemetery Dune pit to

evaluate the effect of dioice of sampling method on sample

parcuneters.
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Plate 2: Dune Excavation Shewing Root Casts (Jenry Junp Pit)
Root ccists are dark centred vAiite blebs.
Note variety of gredn sizes in exposure, also some graded
bedding amd distorted bedding. Exposure is approxinetely
along strike of bedding plane. Dip of beds in upper part of
photo is towards viewer.
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Plate 3: Dune Excavation Shewing Excellent Exposure
of Dune Material.
(Jenny Jump Pit - west veil)
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The coring program was tune-consimiing both in the field and in the '-
-"

lab. Coring was necessary in order to obtain samples frcn

locations vihere a hani-dug pit \abs not feasible, for exarple, in

low-lying areas v^ere sediments were saturated with water. Corei=;

were also taken vihenever a permanent example of in-situ sediment

relationships was required. The coring equipnent and method used

were patterned after those anplcyed by Dalrynple in coring tidal

sediments in Cobequid Bay, Nova Scotia (Dalrymple, personal

ccrmunication, 19B3). The method consists of pounding a plastic

sarpling tube into the ground, sealing the protruding end of the

tube, and extracting the tube from the ground. For a detailed

description of the coring technique, see Appendix VJ. Despite

neny difficulties, good cores up to 1.6 metres in length vvere

obtained fran most sites with little or no disturbance of the

sediments. Results can be seen by examining the Core

Descriptions, core peel photographs and X-radiographs . (Enclosure

1 and Plates 5 to 11.)

Cores v/ere procured fron dunes in a general east-west and north-

south pattern (Fig. 6) to determine trends of grain size or

sedimentation pattern over the thesis area. Intensive coring was

employed over a single dune, to assist in the examination and

interpretation of sediments over a localized area. The selected

dune displayed a good crescentic form, was relatively undisturbed

by agricultural activities, and was easily accessible. This dune

was located 0.7 Ton south of Hwy. 3 and inmedlately west of

Tcwnline Rd. (For ocxivenience, this site was referred to as

"Gerry's Dune".) (Fig. 4, Plate 4.) Vne dune was also trenched by

bacTdioe at a right angle to the strike of the slipface for a

length of 11 metres, and then parallel to the crest of the

slipface for a length of 4.5 metres.

Memy different methods were investigated for the making of peels

of inconsolidated sediments to enhance and preserve the structures

within. The variety of grain sizes and moisture conditions

encountered in pits and trendnes necessitated a conpound suited to

many different surfaces. Epoxy resins were considered, but were

rejected, due to exorbitant ooet. Other rtaterials such as spray
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adhesive, plastic castinq resin, an alternative epoxy resin,

paraffin wax, epoxy floor sealant anJi fiberglass resins were

experimented vath, usually producing disappointing results due to

the fine grain size and dairp nature of soire exposures. Plain

VN^ite glue, specifically Le Pages' Pondfast, proved to he the

preferred substance for making peels.

l-Jhen diluted, two parts water to one part glue, then brushed or

sprayed on the sediment surface, this mixture achieved sufficient

differential penetration in both vet and dry sediments to produce

a detailed record of internal structures. A significant

disadvantage of this itaterial is the length of time usually

required for sufficient hardening to facilitate transport back to

the laboratory. The rrajor advantages are its availability,

versatility, ease of handling, and low cost. Because it is water

soluble, its penetration into water-saturated sediments is gDod,

resulting in a 3-dimensional expression of internal structures.

The largest peel cJTtained with this method measured 55 cm b/ 80 cm

(Peel PP#5, see Plate 18) and clearly indicates detailed beddina.

l^Jhite alue vvqs also extensively employed v^ien obtaining peels of

cored material to be photographed and X-rayed. A. description of

this method, as applied to cores, spears in Appendix IV.
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Plate 4: Gerry's Dune Slipfacs emd Trenciiing

A: Slipface e^jproximately 2 metres hi^. View is
fran tren<±i location, looking southwest.

B: Vie*/ of trendi looking down slipface.
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Physical Analysis of Sairples

Over 1,100 irdividual samples wp.re dbtainerl. for this

investigation, including over 680 subsairples fran cores. In the

interest of time, it was necessary to dioose representative

sairples for detailed analysis and mapping purposes. One hundred

and ei^ty-two different sairples vere analyzed for grain size

parameters. Scne sets of samples were obtained fran the same

exposure or core in order to study sarrpling method effects. To

facilitate mapping, one sairple fran eadi exposure or core was

selected as representative. In addition, resieving and accuracy

repeats added 35 to the number of analysis runs. (Appendix III)

All sairples were air-dried at roan terperature in their original

sairple bags before comencing grain-size analysis. The sample was

then gently crushed with a wooden rolling pin.

Folk's (1974) sieving method was followed with the modification of

adding the 100-gram subsample to ?0 ml of dispersent solution

(0.5% sodium hexametaphosphate ) and placing the mixture in an

ultrasonic hath for 15 minutes. This produced a nuddy slurry of

disaggregated particles that was wet-sieved using a 4.0 phi sieve

on a Fritsch Analysette vibrating sieving machine. All the mjddy

water passing throuc^ this sieve was retained for cinalysis of

fines. The \olume of the liquid vas reduced to ^proximately

50 ml by centrifuging and decanting. This was the suspension used

for SediGraph analysis.

After wst-sieving, the material retained on the 4.0 phi sieve was

dried at SO'C, weighed, and sieved at 1/2 jS^i intervals using

standard sieving techniques. The weioht of naterial retained on

eadn sieve was determined to three decimal places.
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Because of the large rurrber of analyses required, the

Micrcrreretics® SediGraph 5000D Particle Size Analyzer was

utilized for the analysis of fines. Using the SediGraph rtHchine,

approximately 20 minutes per sanple were needed to obtain particle

size data over the 4.0 phi to 10.0 phi range. (Appendix IV)

Sore sairples were particularly rich in fines, making the slurry

for SediGraph analysis nuch too concentrated. If it was necessary

for the slurry to be diluted by adding more tJian 400 ml of dilute

dispersant solution, it was deearved necessary to freeze-dry the

entire suspensicn and split the resulting dry sediment to obtain a

working sanple weighing between 5 and 10 grams. This working

sanple was rehydrated and run throuc|-i the SediGraph with much

inprcved results.

Ccrparison of analyses of fresh and freeze-dried portions of the

same sanple generally indicate no significant effect of freeze-

drying en grain size parameters (Appendix II). In his paper on

time and method dependent size distributions of fine-grained

sediments, Nelsen (1983) obtained a similar conclusion.

A total of 100 sanples were chosen for examination of heavy and

light mineral fractions in order to gain some insight as to the

nature of mineralogical maturity. The 3.0 to 3.5 phi fracticxi of

sieved raatericil was selected for heavy minereil separation. This

interval was selected because it contained a visible concentration

of heavy minerals, was close to or overlapped intervals used by

other workers for heavy mineral studies, and was slightly finer

than the median grain-size of quartz in the sanple. f^inerals with

higher specific gravities tend to have a median of 0.5 to 1.0 phi

size smaller than the median size of quartz in the

sanple.

The separation of heavy and light minerals was achieved by using

the heavy liquid brcmoform (S.G. 2.90 g/cc^) and an everflew

centrifuge like that described by Ijlst (1973). The method was

quick, fairly sinple, eind resulted in good, clean separations.

Both the heavy and lic^t fractions were mounted on slides using a

thin film of white glue, emd gross observations of ndnercilogy were
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Several small (15x15x30 an) "box cores" were taiken in the field to

attenpt a microscopic examination of structure. The box cores

were cfotained by tapping an cpen-ended metal can vertically into a

sanc^ deposit, noting the orientation of the can witli respect to

north ard vertical, and digging the can out. Problems arose \fr\en

it was atterrpted to open the cans, as vibrations fron sawing

terded to destroy the internal structure of the sand. It vas

decided to try to irrpregnate the unconsolidated material before

reroval frcm t}ie metal can. Liquids, such as epoxy resins, v^ite

glue, paraffin wax and fiberglass resins, were tried, under both

normal pressure and vacuum. None produced entirely satisfactory

results, but a fav blocks of artifically-cemented sand were

obtained, using the vhite glue as a cementing agent. Epoxy resin

was moderately successful in impregnating small (2x4 on)

unoriented blociks of sand, but the fine-grained nature of the

material prevented the resin frcn penetrating deeply. A fov thin

sections were cfctained, despite the problems encountered.

Sanples selected for XRF analysis were chosen in the hope of

reflecting c±iemical or mineralogical differences between tlie

different sedimentary units of the area. Some sanples were chosen

specifically to investigate soil processes.

The samples were oven-dried at 105 °C ovemic^t and then crushed

and ground to less theu-i 3.75 phi (200 mesh) using a roller mill if

necessary, and a tungsten carbide shatter box. The loss on

ignition (L.O.I.) was calculated for each sanple and fused glass

discs were prepared for major element analysis. The glass discs

were prepared by mixing one gram of sarple with 10 grams of X-ray

Fusion Flux (Cherplex), plus the L.O.I, wei^t in additional

Fusion Flux. This was heated at 1100 "C for 30 minutes and poured
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into a platinum itold. X-ray Fusion Flux is oanposed of 90%

lithium tetraborate and 10% lithium carbonate. Powder packs for

trace element analysis v«re prepared by mixing 7.5 cqrams of sample

with one gram of binding agent (X-ray Mix Tablets - Choriplex).

This mixture was pressed in a hydraulic press for 20 secorels at 20

T/cm2.

A I^illips PW 1450 Sequential Automatic X-ray Spectrcmeter ^^as

used for major and trace elanent analysis. Standards fron both

the United States Geological Survey and Centre de Recherdies

P^trographiques et Geochimiques were used as references, Sairples

whose analyses of total major element oxides plus L.O.I, totalled

less than 97.5%, or greater than 102.5%, were rejected. These

sanples are indicated by an asterisk (*) in Appendix IX.

Core peel photographs were obtained by using a Hasselblad camera

with a 2 1/4 inch (5.715 cm) format. This produced a fairly large

negative for recording detail. The film used was Kodak VPS 120

colour film with an ASA rating of 160. The finished print was

exposed on Sakuracolor paper. The X-ra^ unit used for the

X-radiography vas a Philips K200 (200 kV, 5mA) type rurriDer

942107102022. Exposures were done using lOQn kV, 3mA for 3

minutes. Agfa-Gaevert X-ray film was used, and prints were

produced on Sakuracolor paper.

The oore peels were r^xsitioned between the time of X-ray

exposure and time of photography, therefore corresponding groups

of images ( face-to-face sets) may not be perfectly aligned. The

length of the majority of core peels demanded photographir^ sets

of upper cind lower halves and reproducing them on consecutive

pages in this thesis.
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Calculation of Grain Size Parameters;

Grain-size statistics used in this thesis are those of Folk and

Ward (1957). They were derived fron either cxanputer analysis of

percentiles, or manual calculations utilizing graphic analysis.

(Appendices VII and \'III). The parameters calculated include:

Mean Size (M^) = 16 + 50 + 84

Median Size = 50

Sorting (Inclusive Graphic Standard Deviation):

( <r- i)
= 84 - 16 + 95 - 5

4 6.6

Skewness (Inclusive Graphic Skewness)

:

(Ski) = 16 + 84 - 2 50 + 05+0 95 -20 50

2 (0 84-0 16) 2 (0 95 - 5)

Kurtosis (Graphic Kurtosis):

(Kg) 95 - 5

2.44 (0 75 - 25)

It should be noted that the Normalized Kurtosis (K^-^)

mentioned ty Folk and Ward (1957) has not been used in this

thesis. Also, Folk and Ward recanmended the abandonment of the

Median as a measure of average size. Their reasoning was that it

was a misleading neasure since it was based en cnly one point of

the cumulative curve.
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In general, calculation of grain-size statistics v*qs acconplishfid

ty utilizing an HP 3000 or HP 1000 ccrputer, with a grain-size

analysis prograin developed ty Dalryrple and Knight and rmdified "tf/

the Petro-Canada Researdi and Develcpment group (Knight, personal

comunication, 1984). The program enabled calculation of total

wei^ts of fractions, grain-size parameters using several

different methods, and a graphic illustration of grain-size

distributicn (Appendix VII). Folk and Ward statistics were used

for mapping and graphing purposes.

Several sanples would not run to corpleticxi en this ccrnputer

program. These sanples contained distributions that were too

open-ended either at the coarse or the fine end. Also, the

program speared unable to accept sarrples with data input coarser

than -1.0 phi. The sanples that would not run on the canputer had

to be calculated imnually. In order to facilitate this, the

author developed a Grain-Size Analysis Manual Worksheet in order

to obtain, for each sarrple, a cumulative frequency distribution

to be plotted en probability graph paper (Appendix Wll). Once a

frequency curve was generated, the phi values at 5, 16, 25, 50,

75, 84 and 95 cumulative percent were read off the curve and used

to calculate the sairple median, mean, sorting, skewness and

kurtosis (Appendix VI)

.
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DATING MmTDDS

Quaternary stratigrap)^ has been the mcst useful method for

determining the relative ages of tlie dune deposits in the thesis

area. A more difficult date assignrent is the time of the

cessation of aeolian action, represented ty the stabilization of

the sand materials by vegetation.

Fran the time of lake recession and anergence of sediment, one can

only estimate how long it would take to grow sufficient

vegetation to stabilize wind-blown sand. Flint (1971) states the

following:

"During deglaciation. . . .vegetation lost little time in
repcpjlating areas of bare drift. Modem analogies exist. In
post-glacial time, en the moist coast of southern Alaska, bare
drift has been covered with a succession of plants ending in
mature forests of large spruce, all within a lapse of no more than
200 years. Despite the fact that, in that oceanic climate,
conditions are exertionally favorable for plant growth, this
figure is inpressive".

It is reasonable to postulate then, that vegetation repopulating

the area of the ancestral Grand River deltaic plain would be

sufficiently abundant to decelerate or halt the transportation of

granular materials approximately 100 to 200 years after the

deposits ware exposed to the air.

A search was conducted in the thesis area for organic material

buried by the deposition of sediments. Such rraterial could then

be dated by the carbon-14 method (Melville, 1972) to achieve an

absolute date for sediment deposition. The search yielded cxily

ore exanple that was suitable for this dating method.





Small (5 mrn long) ^strqxxi shells v;ere occasionally encountered

during sanple examinaticn (ie. sarrples PD 22, IjC29 SI and LC 19

S3). In addition, sample LC7 85 contained a pelecypod shell at

depth (44 cm.). Of these samples, the shell from PD 22 (Grand

River terrace deposit) appears to have been in-situ. The shell

was not discovered until the sairple was dried and sieved.

The specimens from IjC29 SI and LC19 S3 also appear to be in-situ,

but of modem age, since both cores were taken in wet, swairpy

areas vshich is a favorable habitat for fresh-water snails. Both

shells were also found at less than 15 an depth.

The pelecypod fron sarrple LC7 S5 is somewhat more perplexing as to

its origin. Althouc^ the core was taken in a swampy area, the

fact that the specimen \\as found at approximately 44 cm depth

points to either a deeply-burrcwing creature, or burial at scrne

time in the past. The possibility of accidental burial by man is

eliminated, since sediment above the shell showed a steadily-

increasing organic content as one moves toward the top surface of

the core. This smooth transition fron organic-poor at depth to

organic-rich at the surface, indicates that the sediments are

apparently undisturbed. As with the specimen frcm sample PD 22,

age and paleoenvironment determinations fron a single specimen

carry high risk, so no definite conclusions can be made with

regards to this specimen, except that the environment in the

innediate area of the coring station had been wet enough to

support pelecypod(s) in the past.

The method of thermoluminescence (TL) dating was briefly

considered as a way of dating the age of formation of the delta

and dune sediments in the Dunnville area, but rejected because

there are many methodology problems associated with TIj, equipment

is not presently available, and Dreimanis et al (1978) and

Dreimanis (personal ccmmunication, 1981) state that the dating of

geologicad sarrples by the TL method is still more a relative than

an absolute dating method. Therefore, it is improbable that TL
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would be sufficiently accurate for dating the history of the dune

ard delta sediments east of E)unnville.

V7ith regard to attorpting to date the area's sediments ty use of

paleosols, what appears to be a "P" horizon at depth can be seen

on sane of the Core Descriptions and core peel j^iotographs ; for

exanple: LC4, LC5, LC9 and LC27. It is suspected that these may

represent artifically-buried soil horizons, as they seen to occur

very close to areas of intense human activity. These should not

be confused with true paleosols, none of vhich v\ere found in the

thesis area.
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RESULTS
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GETTERAL RESULTS

The methods describerl in the previous chapter were utilized to

obtain the results described here.

Air Photographs;

Examination of airphotos provided the fbllcwing observations. The

difference in drainage patterns and overall "mottling" of soil

patterns seems to provide seme clues to tlie identification of

areeis that are covered by the silty/sand apron and adjacent areas

of laXe bottom sediments (Feenstra's "glaciolacustrine clay and

silt" ) . The coarser sand delta at Dunnville is obscured by urban

develc^ment, so patterns in that area cannot be easily

distinguished. The lew-amplitude dunes cai the silty/sand apron

rarely manifest thanselves in recognizable shapes on airphotos.

Large areas of bush land obscure direct observation of the ground

surface, such that no dunes can be seen en air pJiotos even v*iere

large, well-formed dunes are Toiown to be present fron field work.

In cleared areas, a patchy, light-coloured pattern is sometimes

present, and these li^t patches are usually found to be areas of

slif^tly higher elevation in the field. Occasionally, these light

patches will have a parabolic shape, open to the west. These are

found to outline the site of a dune or the site of a dune that has

been planed off, either for agricultural or aggregate use. The

agricultural activities of the farmers in the area regularly

"scalp" the higher topographic spots throughout the thesis area.

The different levels of veathering in the soil are then exposed,

prxDducing the li^t/dark mottled pattern seen en airphotos. As

well zis unintentioncilly aiphasizing the topographically high

spots, the agriculturail activities tend to "smear" the boundaries

of these spots by gradually moving soil around.
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Stereoscopic viewing of the airphotos resulted in the spotting of

seme of the highest, previously Renown features, (such as Hydro

Hill anr5 Cesretery Dune) but for the rost part, this rrethod cnly

revealed an irregular, very gently rolling, non-descript

topography.

Age Dating of Deposits

Fran literature references (Feenstra, 1981 and Terasmae, et al

1972), it can be inferred that the period of deltaic sedinentation

in the Dunnville area took place circa 12,400 years BP. After the

draining of Lake Dunnville, prevailing westerly winds formed the

aeolian sand dunes. Fran information concerning the establishment

of vegetation in a post-glacial terrain (Flint, 1971), the period

of active aeolian reworking is inferred to be from 12,300 to

12,100 years RP. Attempts to determine more definite dates of

deposition involved, a search for raterials datable by the

carbcn-14 method.

Carbon-14

In core LC32, between 36 to 48 cm fran the surface, a sandy

organic nuck was encountered. (See Core Descriptions, Enclosure 1

euTd Plate IIC) . Unfortunately, the shcillcw depth of this organic

material, coupled with its proximity to a major drainage ditch

(approximately 7 m away), seens to indicate that the organic

material in questicn was buried by the actions of man, probably by

material scooped out of the ditch during its construcrtion and/or

subsequent maintenance. Therefore, this material was net

seriously considered for carbon-14 analysis.

The field notes of P.J. Bamett, one of Feenstra 's field

assistants, indicate the possibility of finding an organic deposit

in the tCMn of Dunnville (J. Fraser, Ontario Ministry of Natureil

Resources, personal ccmmunication, 1980 and ic»81 ) . During the

suniner of 1973, at a house excavation site on the north edge of

town, a peaty nuck was found by Eiamett.





This sanple site (D-354 in Bamett's notes) also contained sane

shell fragments. The peaty raudk occurs at a depth of 45 to 75

centimetres, is irregular in thickness, and is interpreted as a

pond or bog deposit ty Bamett. The shells were found in a grey

silty fine sand cne metre belcw the grcund surface.

Unfortunately, the only reference to these organic deposits was

found in the original field notes, and it is not known if it vias

atterrpted to date them hy carbon-14 methods.

An atterrpt was made to duplicate Baimett's discovery of organic

material at depth in the town of Dunnville. Unfortunately, no

exposed excavations were available in the immediate area at the

time of field work for this thesis, but a recently-ccrpleted house

on Jarett Place (approximately 450 m NE of Bamett's D-354

locaticn) afforded an opportunity to inspect the material removed

to form the basement. Althou^ this iraterial vvqs not in-situ, it

was examined in the hope of finding organic remains fron beneath

the surface. No shells wsre found, but a block of black, peaty

sand was recovered fron the excavatesd material, and dated by the

carbon-14 method at the radiocarbon laboratory. Brock University

(Afpendix V) . This material yielded an age of 225+ 100 years BP

(BGS 795).

The possibility of dating the chalky, carbonate root casts found

within the dune deposits (Plate 2) was considered, but rejected on

the grounds of the following. The extremely porous nature of the

material makes it particularly susceptible to contamination by

mDdem calcium carbonate fran grcund v^ater. The samples usually

incorporated surrounding sand grains, soitb of v*iich are sand-sized

carbonate rock particles, probably the original source of calcium

carbonate for the chemically precipitated root casts. This

carbonate sand contamination would be cLLmost impossible to

ccrpletely remove from the sanple, and if present v*ien the CO2

of the Scurple was released ty HCI for age dating, would introduce

an eirror related to the "infinitely old" carbon contained in the

carbonate sand.
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In addition to the c±ienical considerations of dating the root 37

casts, it is extremely doubtful if useful dates could be obtained,

since the fonrBtion of the root casts would nost likely not be

related to the deposition of the dune materials in ary way.

Gerry's Dune

Observations of the 9 cores (LC2 to LCIO) obtained from Gerry's

Dune have indicated that over a small, low arplitude dune,

sediment c±iaracteristics (grain size parameters, internal

structures, etc. ) can be locally variable. A ccrplete examination

of the trench walls showed the exposed sand was nearly hcrogeneous

in texture, but core descriptions and photogr^hs indicate several

different sediment textures can be present over the area of the

dune. Mary difficulties were associated with trenc±iing this dune,

including flooding of the Icwer end of the trench and limited use

of the backhoe. Therefore, it wcis decided that further trenching

would not be worthvs^ile.

Early Diagenesis

Soil processes were examined in order to investigate some grain

size and chemical aspec±s of the early diagenesis of dune sand.

For this purpose, sarrples PD 7A, B, C and PD 16, 17, and 18 were

analyzed with an XRF spectrometer (Appendices I and IX).

It is known (Webber and Hoffman, no date) that weathering of soil

parent materieil alters proportions of iron (ty leaching and

redepositing), aluminum (alteration of feldspars to clays and the

trcinslocxiticn of the clary particles) and carbonates (fcy leaching

eind redepcasition).

Results of the XRF analyses show that, in a general ccrparison

eimong the rejor oxides analyzed, prcx:eeding frcm "parent" li^t-

ooloured material to "weathered" red coloured material, the

following oxide weight percents appear to increase ; Si02/

AI2O3, TFe203 and Na20; the MgO and CaO decrease ;

Ti02, MnO and P2O5 stay essentially the scirae; and

conflicrting results appear with regard to K2O and L.O.I. The

ncBt obvious changes between parent and weathered materied occur

in Si02, CaO and L.O.I analyses.
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Sairpling Effects;

Figures 7 to 11 illustrate the dianges in grain size parameters

that can take place over a vertical interval, and also demonstrate

hew different sartpling HEthods result in different data for the

same interval.

Mineralogy of the Sand

The mineralogy of the sediment will vary, depending on vhich size

fraction is examined. Observations recorded here are for whole

sanple averages, unless otherwise noted. The dune sand is

dcminantly ccrposed (70 to 80%) of angular to well-rounded quartz

grains. Carbonate rock particles are the next most abundant

ocrponent, making up 20 to 30% of the sediment. Minor

constituents include iretamorphic rock particles, magnetite,

feldspar, and gypsum grains. Trace minerals include garnets,

amiihiboles (mostly hornblende), undifferentiated cpaque heavy

minerals, micas, epidote and pyroxenes.

The quartz is predcminantly monocrystalline, but polycrystalline

grains and chert particles eire not unccmmon. Scne very well

rounded quartz grains are present, and these usually have a

frosted surface texture. Althou^ such frosting is often

associated with aeolian sediments, its rarity here indicates that

this feature is certainly not characteristic, or even indicative,

of the depositioncil process of these sediments.

The examination of thin sections reveals that there is a definite

grain size segregation between individual laminae 2 to 10 nun

thick. Good sorting and porosity are evident in soms

micro-laminae, particularly the coarse layers. Seme of these

layers suggest sli^Tt orientation of particle long axes, sub-

parallel to bedding.
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When ocnparing saitples of v^athered and unweathered dane sands, it

was noted that carbonate rock particles were absent fron the

weathered imtericLL, and a red coating was present around

individual quartz grains. It is net known vs^ether this coating

was ocrposed of hematite, or an iron-rich clay. This itHtericil vas

the only evidence of cementing seen in the dune sands, not

including the root cast material

.

A Note on Graphing and Mapping Procedures

One of the objectives cf this thesis vas to determine the

pxDtential usefulness of various grain size parameters in examining

and distinguishing between different surficial deposits, and

attenpting to clarify their sedimentologiccil environments.

Therefore, many ccrribinations of these parameters en maps and

graphs were generated, and are reproduced in this thesis. Fev of

these figures show striking patterns or trends. This is a

functicn of two aspects. First, the use of grain size analysis

for the purposes mentioned above may produce cfeta that results in

only subtle irrpressions . The second point to consider is the fact

that, in a small sedimentological system such as this thesis area,

the sediments are intimately related and may not have been active

for a sufficient length of time to cane to equilibrium with their

environment of deposition. This would result in very similar

grain size parameters for most sediments.

Althcuf^ sere of the maps and graphs produced in this thesis may

not show obvious trends, they are included so as to provide

cxrplete documentation of possible ccrtibinations of parameter

displays. The full sets of possible ccribinations of parameters

also make it possible to directly compare results fron all the

atterpts at distinguishing patterns.
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TERNARY GRAPHS OF SEDIMEOT TEXTURE

These grapiis (Figures 13 to 16) ccrrpare the textural

characteristics of the thesis sanples. Figure 12 shews the

textural boundaries outlined ty Shepard (1954) that were used for

the purposes of this study. It should be noted that the "100%

Sand" comer actually represents the percentage wei^t of sand

plus gravel in the sanple, if it ocaitains gravel.

Figure 12: Ternary Graph: Sand Texture Boundaries

(Shepard, 1954)
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GRAIN SIZE STATISTICS MAPS

The following maps (Figures 17 to 23) illustrate the areal

distribution of various grain size parameters of sediment samples

fran the thesis area. Sairple numbers are shown on Figure 5, and

brief descriptions of the sairples and their locales are given in

Appendix I. It should be noted that even thou^ the napped

sairples may have been collected fran a variety of deposit types,

most of than are assumed to have core frcm the same basic source,

that being the delta deposit at Dunnville. The exceptions are

sairples frcm lake bottom deposits, usually at the fringe of the

mapped area. The assunption noted above rrakes the comparing of

statistics between mapped sarples possible cind also allows gross

interpretations to be nade.
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PAPA^TETER TREND GRAPHS

The following diagrams (Figures 24 to 30) illustrate trends of

parainster values of sarples frcn west to east across the thesis

area. These graphs were constructed ty projecting sample

locations cnto an east-west line and then plotting their distance

from the western edcps of the map versus the parameter value for

that sanple. These parameter trend graphs assist in a scmewhat

more objective analysis of parameter trends across the thesis area

than the grain size statistic maps en the preceding pages.
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Figure 29: Parameter Trend Graph: Skewness Values
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BIVARIATE PARAMETER GRAPHS

The following bivariate plots (Fig\ires 31 to 36) represent an

attertpt to distinguish between the three irain units in the thesis

cirea, ie.: dune sand, delta or stream terrace sand, and sairples of

the "silt ard sand" unit. It should also be noted that ttie

grc^hing patterns that may be indicated are valid for the samples

taken in the thesis area, and are not meant to sufpsrt nor

disprove flason and Folk's (1958), Friedman's (1961) or any other

author's published depositional enviroranent boundaries, nor to

establish "new" boundaries. Appendix IV has a discussion on

corparing Folk and Weird parameters to muxrient statistics.

Cortparison graphs of moment measure values with Folk and Ward

graphic parameters are included here as Figures 37 to 40. No

correlation coefficient values or other statistical values are

calculated for Figures 37 to 40, as they are only meant to

illustrate the gross differences jxssible between the twD types of

parameters

.

The bivariate plots presented here illustrate the following

genercd features of the thesis sanples. The mean grain size of

dune sediments (white circles) is rarely outside the 2 to 3 phi

rcinge, and they are generally positively skewed or have

near-normal skewness. Most of the dune sands appear to be

moderately sorted. Sairples from all recognizable depositional

enviroments seem to have a grain size distribution that is either

near normal or l^tckurtic. The two beadi sand sarples (black

circles) arid the two till samples (v^ite squares) usually plot in

an area removed fran the large majority of the remaining sarrples.

With a few notable exceptions, sarples fran the "silt and scind"

unit c^apeeir to follow the same trends of distribution as dune

Scurples. Tjnknown sanples plot indiscrimincintly within the generad

limits established by all other sairples. The delta or stream

terrace sarples shew a larger spread of data points thcin other

environments, emd occasionally stand out against the generad

background.





Figure 31: Bivariate Parameter Graph:
Mean vs. Skewness
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Figure 32: Bivariate Parameter Graph:

Kurtosis vs. Skewness
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Figure 33: Bivariate Parameter Gr^h:
Sorting vs. Skewness
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Figure 34: Bivariate Paraineter r,raph:

Mean vs. Sorting
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Figure 35: Bivariate Parameter Graph:
Mean vs. Kvxrtosis
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Figure 36: Bivariate Parameter Graph:
Kurtosis vs. Sorting
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CORE PEEL PHOTOGRAPHS AND X-RADIOGRAPHY

The plates en the follcwing pages are included as a ccnplement to

Enclosure 1. All core peels vvere photographed and X-rayed for

examination purposes, but not all core peel imagery is included

here. Sets of core peel imagery not displaying sufficient

structure were not reproduced. For detailed descriptions of all

cores, see Enclosure 1.

It should be noted that because of the overlapping colour

photography, sections of X-radiographs (usually the "A" plate of

the lower set) occasionally will not match well with the

correspcnding colour photograph.

On the colour photographs, the vertical scale is in centimetres,

cind the core peel identification is precisely the sane as the

ri^t-left sequence of the X-radiographs facing them. In terms of

the X-radiographs, there is a lead bar (shewing as a vAiite

rectangle) on each one. This is a 6 centinretre scale. Film edge

effects required the g^ seen between A and B pairs of

X-radiographs on each page. A licfrit image on the X-radiographs

represents a thick portion of the peel, and is usually, thou^ not

always, indicative of coarse rmterial. Conversely, dark sections

signify areas more transparent to X-rays.
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IbTTERPRETTATION AND DISCUSSION
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lOTRODUCTION

T^ye landscape of the thesis area is generally flat, but very

gently tndulating. This surface is occasionally brcken ty small

knolls cind broad, usually low swells. In a few places, these

swells can reach a naxinnri of 5 or 6 metres high and fran 50 to

400 metres across. These eire the aeolian dunes, some of which are

parabolic and exanples of which can be seen in Plate 1. In a case

like Cemetery TXine, v«hich is a longitudinal dune, the "swell"

foms a linear ridge up to 3 Ion long.

The physiography does not seem to change as one goes fran the

cxarser deltaic sediments in and arcxmd the townsite of TXnnville

to the eirea of the silty/sand aprcn (Feenstra's Unit #3b (1972)

and *8 (1974), Enclosures 3 and 4 of this thesis), althou^ this

may cjnly be a masking effect caused by the urban buildup in

Dunnville. No distinct feature appears to delineate Feenstra's

(1974) units 8 and 9. The transition fran the deltaic sediments

to the silty/sand e^srcxi sediments is so subtle, that close

examinaticn of sediments en either side was necessary to establish

the idea that a boundary had, in fac^, been crossed.

No atterpt was made to re-map the area, the author having

considered Feenstra's preliminary maps (Feenstra 1972 and 1974,

Biclosures 3 auid 4), to be adequate for his field work. Mapping

discrepancies were noted, hcx^^ever, including the failure of the

Dunnville sheet unit #8 to match up with the Wei land sheet unit

#3b. This discrqjancy has been accounted for on Enclosure 2.

Occasionally, in the field, dunes could be found vhere none

existed according to Feenstra's rmps. A mapping style change is

also quite evident between the Dunnville and the Welland map

sheets, particularly in the napping of the Aanes. Also, some

dunes reported on Feenstra's maps cxxild nc*. be fcxmd at all.
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In genercil, air photographs were not entirely useful in locating

dunes that could be ccindidates for sampling in detail. They were,

to a certain extent, useful in the field for locating the position

of the field party, and suggesting certain paths to follow to

reach desired destinations. Field investigations reveal that seme

of the parabolic patterns seen on airphotos are the scars left

after a clme has been reroved as an aggregate supply.

Drainage;

The hi^ vgater table >©s quite evident in the ponds and swanpy

areas that were observed when visiting the sand pits of the thesis

area. The high vater table is not unexpected, as the area is very

flat, underlciin by glaciolacustrine clay and silt, within

ai^roxiinately 5 metres of the mean elevation of Lake Erie, and

receives a mean cinnual precipitaticn of 82 to 88 centimetres. The

strai^t, man-made ditdhes, constructed in an atterpt to drain the

area, stand out against the mostly dendritic patterns formed in

the surrounding surficial sediments. (Enclosure 5) There were,

in fact, no natural drainage systems (ie. creeks or streams) seen

within the Dunnville delta and the silty/sand ^ron during field

work.

Mamy farmers in the area have instadled drainage tiles rmde of

fired clay or other materials in an atterpt to improve drainage.

The desired result of installing drainage tiles is dependent on

the discharge of collected water into ditches. The effect of the

tiles on the water content of soils during extremely "high vater"

may be meurgin2il or perhaps negative, since the tiles may provide a

conduit for vater from the drainage ditch into the soil

.

•nie poor drainage of the area has had an effect on the post-

deposit ional changes in the sediment. These are discussed in the

section on soil effects.





Age Dating gg

The age of 225+ 100 years for the peat blod< found in Dunnville

indicates that the matericil was buried in the recent past.

Perhaps it was buried at a time vhen early settlers attempted to

inprove the c»nditicn of the poorly drained area by draining ponds

eird bogs and/or filling in the lew areas, a process still used in

the area, to this day.

In ar>other attertpt to obtain an in-situ sanple of organic

matericil for age dating, a core was obtained approximately 30 m

away fron the site vihere the sandy peat blocSc was discovered.

TTiis core, LC29, reached a d^>th of 1.27 m and bottcrved in ccrpact

pink and grey clay without encxxintering organic iratericil at depth

(See Core Descriptions, Enclosure 1). However, frcm the surface

to a depth of 48 cm, a black, organic nuck omtaining nnny roots

cind a gastropod shell was seen. This is considered to be in-situ

swanp matericil at the surface. Within 5 m of the coring station,

approximately 0.5 m of fill was observed to cover these swanp

depoeit(s). It appears that this is evidence for the conclusion

that Bamett's peat and/or shell sairples are of a "modem" age,

even though there is no observable p^iysical connection between the

various peaty deposits.

Maturity of the Dunes

Field surveying produced the detailed topographic nap shown in

Figure 41. This figure shews the general pareibolic outline of

Gerry's dune, while Figure 42 illustrates generalized

cross-sections, both parallel and perpendicular to palecwind

direction. T^ese cross-sections display the ^parently

poorly-developed dune morphology cormcn to many of tine smaller,

low arplitude dunes in the thesis area. For example, section A-A'

ejdiibits very little gradient between the "upwind" tail and the

"downwind" heari, as may be expected fron ocrparisons with examples

from worldwide desert dunes (Spearing, 1971; McKee, 1966). (Note:

Figures 41 and 42 are contoured in Imperial measurements because

the instnjnents used to survey the area were calibrated in

Iiiperial increnents. TTie one foot intervals also ed lowed for

sufficiently detailed topographic expression).
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This px)rly-developed irorphology is evidence that nost of the

dunes were not active for a long length of time, cind that, for

the most part, their growth seems to have been "arrested" before

they acSiieved large, mature forms.

In terms of the mineralogy of the sand, the presence of soft rode

pEurticles (ccirbonates, gypsun) with quartz, and the angularity of

most of the quartz grains indicates that tremsportation and

reworking effects have been minimal. Otherwise, the softer

particles would have been abraded, and the mineralogy would be

more mature (ie. richer in quartz). This is another piece of

evidence that these dune forms were not active for long periods of

time, nor did the sediments move very far before being deposited.

It is thus assumed that the naterial of the dune sands was derived

frcm a very localized source, probably an area of the silty/sand

apron directly t^pwind of each dune.

Very well-rounded and frosted quartz grains are often cited as

evidence of an aeoliein depositional envirorment. Although such

greiins were occasionally seen vAien examining sanples of Dunnville

dune sand, their rarity and association with angular quartz grains

show that they are not diagnostic of this particular aeolian

environment. They were probably derived frcm an upstream (or

i;?>-ice) rock or unconsolidated sediment source of the ancient

Grand River (and/or glacial ice). Seppala (1969) states:

"According to Cailleux (1942, p. 109), the sand mjst be under
the influence of recurrent aeolian processes for a very long time

before the greater part of the grains are formed into ballshaped
ones. Kuenen (1960) thinks that the ccrplete rounding of quartz
grains requires that they are carried ty wind for hundreds of

kilonetres".
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Foil Effects;

MoFt of the dnerdcal dianqes between weathered and unweathered

material can be linked to the dissoluticn of carbonate particles

within the soil. The red, veathered natericLL has had rrost of its

carbonate particles dissolved, resulting in a decrease of its CaO

value (13.13 to 2.90 wt%) and a corresponding rise in the Si02

value. Therefore, once the carbonate materials were removed frcan

the 90il by leaching, the renaining material vas proportionately

eiriched in stable minerals (ie. quartz). As this effect is quite

large in these sairples, other increases or decreases should be

regarded with cauticxi, as changes could be masked. For exarple,

the TFe203 (total iron oxides) and M2f^3 values for the PD

16, 1"^ and IR series (Appendix IX) appear to increase in the

reddish imtericil . During soil formation, iron and aluminum are

carried to the "B" horizon as hydrates of iron oxide and colloidal

clay. The dicinges in Fe and Al content noted in these samples are

significant in terms of the accuracy limits outlined in Appendix

IX, but one has to oonsider that the true amDunt of iron and

aluminiin oxides may be the scime in all these samples, but the

proportion of these cocides to the rest of the sample ocnponents

may have increased because of the removal of carbonate products.

Pye (1983) in his vgork en early post-depositioncd madification of

aeolian material, describes v^at he terms "infiltration

structures" as:

"Thin, dark, often discontinuous wavy bands vhich result fran

the concentration of vertically infiltrated fine material (ie.

silt and clay) . Deposition of infiltrated fine rraterial often
occurs preferentially along primary fine grain size laminae or
along secondary dissipation structures such as shear planes
eissociated with slumps and sand flows. In some cases, however,
contorted silt and clay-ricfh laminae bear little or no
relationship to either origined bedding laminae or secondary
defomational structures".
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Pye also suggests that these features ney be c3ue to the deposition

of fines at the irreguleir boundary between seasonally frozen and

unfrozen seinds, or it rray be related to the limit of penetration

of the wetting front after a heavy rainfall. Once fines have been

deposited at a particular level, the reduced permeability will

tend to favour further accumulation at that site and perhaps

preferential cementation by iron oxides or other rinerals.

The formaticn of c±ialky, calciun carbonate "root casts" { or

rhizoconcretions ) , a form of calcrete, eoxund dead and decaying

root systems, produced annoying problems v^en sanpling and

sieving (Plate 2). If a root cast was encountered during

sanpling, the sanple was usually discarded. This occurred because

the root oast would tend to break up into fragile cruirbs up to 10

nm in diameter. These crumbs, if sieved along with the rest of

the sanple, disintegrate further, distributing fragmented pieces

of the root cast throu^out the sieving stack, making the grain

size distribution meaningless. It was thought that this

contaminating material could be removed by washing the sanple in

HCl, but the root oast could not be dissolved without affecting

the abundcint sand-sized particles of limestcaie and dolomite

present in all of the sanples.

Calcrete (including the rhizoconcretions found in the thesis

area) is non-pedogenic. It is forming at depth well below the

modem aoil profile. An inportant feature of calcrete is its

close association with vegetation. Plants utilize vadose and

phreatic vtaters causing F*"ecipitation of CaCD^, and play a

significant role in the structured development of calcrete. The

prevailing vie*/ in the literature is that surface waters

infiltrate through the vadose zone dissolving CaC03 and

ultiitiately precipitating calcrete (Semeniuk and Meagher, 1981).

In the thesis area, calcrete is precipitating eis rhizoconcretions

around the root systerB of plants. (For further infontBtion on

the structure and formation of calcrete in its \«rious forms, the

raader is directed to the reference cited above, as well as a

paper by Oohen (1982).)
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Sanpling Effects;

The extensive prograni of sairpling at Cemetery Dune has provided

data on how different sairpling methods can result in varying

sanple parameter \alues. Sanpling of the individual laminae is

useful for showing extremes of greiin size parameters (Figures 7

cind 8), genereil trends frcm bottcm to top (Figure 7), eind possible

evidence of small scale cyclic deposition (Figure 11) Data for

spot sanples over systematic intervals (regardless of tedding

boundaries) tend to approach the mean values of grain size

parameters for that exposure. Also, if general trends are fairly

evident in exposures, this method of sanpling should adequately

document them. Channel sanpling can result in acme misleading

conclusions, particularly if sub-unit boundaries are crossed, or

an inccrnplete diannel sanple is taken over a graded unit. Figures

7, R euid 9 illustrate the extremes possible v>^en sanpling this

e^qpoBure using different lengths and positions of channel sanples.

TERN?iRy GRAPHS

The ternary graphs of sanple textures illustrate the difficulty of

establishing the depositional environment of any one sanple merely

by grain size.

Ccrparison of all four ternary graphs (Figures 13 to 16) support

Feenstra's (1972 eind 1974) observation that the dune unit, delta

or stream terrace unit and the silty/sand unit are cill closely

related.

All of the 9R sanples identified as being of aeolian dune origin

plotted in the "sand" field as defined by Shepard (1954) (That is,

greater than 75% sand-sized particles by weight). The data points

on Figure 13 include results fran multi-sanple outcrops (ie. Horse

Farm Site, OerKtery Dune) but not results frcm in-lab accuracy

repeat emalysee nor "non-freeze dried" sanples.
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A similar situation exists for the (telta or stream terrace sanples

csDllected, with 27 out of 31 sanples plotting in the "sand" field

and 4 plottir>g in the "silty sand" field. (Figure 14)

Figure 15 shCMs nore of a range among the silty/sand apron

textures. The two beach sand sanples, (one fron Port f1aitlarx3 anS

one frcxn Charles Daley Park) that are plotted on this graph have

over 99% sand and gravel content. This appears to be a function

of their beach-related, hi^-energy environment that would winnow

out nost, or all of the fines. (It should be noted that these

beadn sand sanples cc«itained 43.06% auid 8.40% gravel,

respectively). The two till sarples (Halton cind Wentworth tills)

plotted on Figure 15 are included merely for reference, and should

not be interpreted as representative of the two different tills.

Figure 22 r^resents the textural variation found in the sanples

fron unknown enviroments.

GRAIN SIZE STATISTICS MAPS

These maps (Figures 17 to 23) were generated to illustrate trends

across the thesis eirea, and to try and isolate exceptions to these

general trends.

As the source of the sand in the thesis area is the ancient Grand

River glaciofluvial system to the west, most trends observed

should be fron west to east. This would be the result of the

high-energy fluviad system discharging into a lower-energy shallow

lake. In this situation, the ooarsest sand would be depositeri

nearest the source, v^ere the energy level of the fluvial system

would drop rapidly aa the vjater flow entered the leike.

Accordingly, Figures 17 and 21 clearly illustrate the trend from

coarse, relatively pure sand in the vsiest to finer, "dirty" sand in

the east. The most notable exception to this general trend is

seen on Figure 17, viiere four vhite triangles, representing clean





sands, eire located in the east end of the nap area, and eire 106

surrounded ty black synix)ls representing sand with a relatively

hi^er nud content. These foar vhite triangles r^resent sarrples

from Gerry's Dune and Cemetery Dune. The hi^er proportion of

sand in these sanples seems to indicate a certain arrtxint of

winnowing of fine particles. This winnodng effect would have

taken place as the sard vjqs reworked by aeolian action.

The Percent Silt and Percent Clay maps (Figures 18 and 19) also

show a generail trend fron clean, coarser sand in the vest to

dirty, fine seind in the east. However, the trend seen cai these

naps is less distinct. Figure 18 exhibits the overall doniinance

of sanples with a silt content of less than 15%. Figure 19 shcv/s

that the najority of sanples contain less than 5% clay. The

exceptions are sanples en the fringe of the mapped area. These

sanples, hi^ in fines ocxitent, are either fron an extreme distal

porticn of the Dunnville Delta, or were deposited in nore of a

glaciolacustrine environment. There are some sanples near the

centre c«f the map area with a relatively elevated clay content

(ie. black syntools). This hi^er clay content could be the result

of translocation or filtering down of clay particles, via

grourvdwater, from the zone of soil forming activity higher in tlie

section.

In some cases at the western edge of the nap area, the relatively

hi^ clay content of seme sanples is most likely due to "clay

balls" found in the coarser sand init at Dunnville. These clay

balls are 8imil2u: to those seen in the core photographs,

X-radiographs and descriptions of LC31 (Plate llA-C) , emd the

lower portion of LC32. Clay balls within cinalyzed sanples would

not likely be as large as the clay balls shown in those cores.

On Figure 20, it is interesting to note that the east end of the

imp area has a strong dominance of black syntxils (fine sediment),

including the sanples that plotted as \^^ite triangles on Figure

17. TTiis illustrates that, vlhile these dune sanples nay have had

their fines removed by reworking, as indicated ty Figures 17 to

19, they still fit the cvereill fining eastward trend. This
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supports the hypothesis that the source for these particular done

sands is inmediately local.

The sorting value imp (Figure 21) seens to indicate that there is

no clear-cut relationship between how well a sediment is sorted

and its distance from the najor source at Dunnville. There is,

however, the very gross relationship that sand sairples frcm large,

well formed dunes (ie. samples PD 364, PD 367, PD 369, PD 83, 11:23

S17, PD 324, PD 403, and PD 360, etc.) seem to be generally more

well sorted thcin other sanples frcn lower features or areas at the

bEise of large dunes.

There are exceptions to this general observation. For exanple,

sairple N-09 is frcm the sand pits at Kentucky Hill TXine. This

sanple has a sorting \Qlue of 1.16, as compared to the value of

0.52 for sarple PD 162, v^idi is frcm the "Bird Poad Excavation

Site", and is definitely not a dune deposit. The ripple cross-

laminaticn observed at the site of PD 162 indicates a water-laid

d^xDsit associated with the rain delta formation at Dunnville.

•Riere appears to be no discemable skewness pattern over the map

aurea, other thcin the very subtle tendency to have the skewness

value approa(i\ zero in the east frcm values between 0.21 to 0.40

in the west. This suggests that the sanples further away frcm the

source (the delta at IXinnville) ha\« had their coarse "tail"

rsTDved, and are approaching a normal distribution. This

indicates that the source of sediments heis an "excess" of coarse

grained nateriad that is gradually removed by transportation

processes

.

The kurtosis \®lue of a sedinent is a rumerical representation of

the peakedness or the "flat-toppedness" of the grain-size

distribution. A sample with a kurtosis vQlue of 1.00 is

considered a normal distribution, v^ile a sample with a value less

than 1.00 has a flatter top. Conversely, a sample with a kurtosis

value greater than 1.00 hais a sharper peak than a normal

distribution. Most of the napped sanples have a kurtosis value of

greater than 1.00, indicating leptdkurtic distribution (v*iite
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triangles) or a distribution better sorted in the central part

thcin at the tails, (ie. a distribution with a hi^ central "peak")

(Figure 23). Sanples with kurtosis values less than 1.00 (vsSiite

circles) may be indicative of sanples tending towards biiTtx3ality,

or mixing of grain size populations, possibly cin effect of cJiannel

sarpling. There does not sean to be any relationship between

kurtosis vralue and distauice frcm source.

PKPM^ETER TREM) GRAPHS

These graphs (Figures 24 to 30) were generated, along with the

statistical cinalysis of paranveter values, to more quantitatively

evaluate trends seen en Figures 17 to 23. In these evaluations,

no effort is made to isolate deviations fran the general trends,

except for the five "lake-bottcm" sanples, indicated by circled

data points. In sere cases, v^er« values for these five sanples

are extreme, they drastically alter the position of the "best fit"

line, cis well as altering the values of the population statistics

obtained (ie. N=^7 data (dashed line) as opposed to N=*2 data

(solid line)). The most extreme cases are illustrated en Figures

24 and 2S, vliere the slopes of the tavo inclined lines differ

significcintly.

In order to facilitate meaningful ccnparisons between the seven

graphs (Figures 24 to 30), cxily data pertaining to sanples from

the Dunnville delta/aeolian systan (ie. N=^2 data eind the solid

inclined line) will be considered henceforth.

Althou^ none of the parameter trends plotted on these figures has

an excellent relation with distance fran source, sore fair to good

relations aire indicated by the absolute values of correlation

coefficients (ie. 0.5165 for Figure 24, 0.5620 for Figure 25 and

0.7280 for Figure 27). Note that these three figures deal with

the parameters % Szind, % Silt emd Meem values, v*iile the graphs

r^resenting % Clay, Sorting, Skewness and Kurtosis \«lues have

only fair to poor indications of a direct relation between

distance frcm source and value of poraimeter. (That is, these

graphs have absolute values of correlation coefficients of only

0.3135 to 0.0591.)
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Hiis is ocrpatable with dbservations noted fron the grain size

statistics me^s (Figures 17 to 23) in that the maps dealing with

% Sand, % Silt and Mean values produced the clearest west-east

trends, v*u.le the other maps produced few, if ein/ visible general

trends.

Another imasure of how wall the parameter \^lues fit a

hypothesized trend is to examine the population standard deviation

value. However, this \«lue is only directly ocmparable between

graphs \4iose parameter values are in identical units. Therefore,

the only graphs that can be considered for ccrparisons are the

graphs of % Sand, % Silt eind % Clay. In considering these graphs

(Figures 24 to 26), it can be seen that the % Clay graph has the

smallest populaticn standard deviation value (1.753). This is a

function of the feet that cLLmost all the sanples had clay values

of less than 10%. However, with a correlation coefficient of only

0.2534, it is not likely that this graph would be c±iosen as the

best exanple documenting a regional grain size trend. Either the

% Sand or % Silt gr^h would be a better dnoice, as even though

their population stcindard deviations are greater (6.098 and 5.131

respectively) , the absolute value of their correlation

coefficients show a much better relationship between these two

parameters euid distance from source.

Althou^ these parameter trend graphs eind the associated

population statistics illustrate less detail than the grain size

statistics maps, they are very useful for matheratically

confirming vhat nay be subjective observations of trends across

the thesis area, such eis those seen in Figures 17 to 23, and

described on pages 105 to 108.
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BIVARIATE PARAMCTER GRAPHS

TT^e depositional histories of most of the sanples in the thesis

cirea are closely related. This nskes the differentiation of

individucil environments of deposition fran the bivariate plotting

of grain size statistics \«ry difficult, if not inpossible.

However, the plots presented in the Results section do serve to

clarify extreme limits and mDst oanmon values of these parameters.

Inproved results may have been obtained if sanples had been sieved

at 1/4 phi intervals, and if mament measures of parameters had

been enplcyed. However, mcnent measures would be an irtprovement

over graphic statistics only if the 1st to the 99th percentiles

could be accurately detemdned. (A tine-consuming and difficult,

if not iirpossible prospect for some of these sanples. ) It appears

that the results of this exercise confirm vshat several authors

have already determined, in that, unless extreme oare is taken,

grain si2» statistics are probably not sensitive enou^ to

accurately distinguish between depositional enviroments. This is

particuleurly true if the depositional environments are closely

related, as in the case of surficial sediments in the Dunnville

area. Grain size parameters often appear to be inherited fran the

dnaracteristics of the iimediate source, thus smearing einy zones

of distinct depositioneil environments en bivariate plots that

other authors may have established. The sediment "sub-system"

under investigation here (that is, the ancient Grand River/T^ake

Dunnville "sub-system") appears to be so snail that sediment

characteristics distinctive to each depositional environment (if

they exist) did not have a chance to develop and cone to

equilibrium within the "active lifetime" of the sedijnents.

One realizes, after looking at many published bivariate graphs,

that the boundaries established by the various authors may nc3t be

universally t^splicable to all sedimentary sub-systems. For
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exanple, the locations of the boundary lines nay "fluctuate",

depending on the area investioated, and the relationship between

units being ccnpared. In areas where sedimentary deposits cire

closely related, it is probable that the cirain size statistics of

the different aTvirotments of deposition will tend to be similar.

In fact, with a small area like the Dunnville delta/sand-silt

apron/dune sub-systen, it is extrariely possible that samples of

sediments fran one environment may have "inherited" grain-sj.ze

chcuracteristics firon their imnediate source, and did not have a

cheuioe to coTB to equilibrium with the new environment, similar to

the situation found by Friedman (1961, page 516). The possible

"smearing" of the environmental boundaries makes the establishment

of such boundaries on bivariate plots even more difficult. Also,

for both Folk and Ward and moment statistics, not every bivariate

graph produced will be able to show separation of environnents.

Depending en the characteristics of the sedimentary sub-systen

investigated, there nBy only be a select few bivariate plots that

show arguable separation of environments.

Therefore, any limited geological "sub-system" or geographical

area under study (ie. a thesis area) may have its own "signature"

of grain size relationships, hence its own pattem(s) of nlots.

The gr2^3hs presented in the Results secticn (Figures 31 to 36)

illustrate the difficulty of atterpting to distinguish

dqpositioncil environments fran bivariate plots of grain size

parameters. Rarely is there seen an area of any graph that is the

exclusive dcnain of any particular type of sample. The delta and

stream terrace samples acme the closest to establishing an

"exclusive zone". As can be seen on the Mean vs. Skewness, Mean

vs. Sorting and Me2in vs. Kurtosis graphs (Figures 31, 34 and 36,

re^sectively), these sanples tend to plot toward the left edge of

these graphs, by virtue of their generzdly coarser grain size.
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The delta and stream terrace sanples are not restricted to this

area however, because on Figures 31, 34 and 36 they overlap areas

v*iere samples from all the other enviroments are conmon.

Inman (1949), Griffiths (1951), Inman and Chairberlain (1955), and

others have shown that the best sorting values are attained ty

mediun to fine sands, and that sorting becores worse as the

sediments get either finer or coarser (Folk and Ward, 1957). As

there appears to be a general fining of grain-size fran west to

east in the thesis area (Figure 20), one mi^t expect to see a

corresponding worsening of sorting fron west to east. This is

only true in a Msry general way (Figure 21). It vsbs then

hypothesized that, once these two parameters (mean and sorting)

were plotted against each other, a clear relationship could be

depicted, resentoling a linear diagcaial pattern going fran the

northeast oomer of the graph to the southwest comer.

When examining Figure 34 three very subtle trends ccin be

distinguished, besides the central "core" of mixed sanples. There

appears to be a "tail" of dune samples coming fran the central

"core" 6md trending off to the northeast. A similar "tail" is

seen for sanples fran the silt and sand apron unit (also referred

to as the "silty/seind" unit) although at a different angle than

the dune "tail". These two trends appear to be valid, althou^

they have sparse data to erhance their appearance. Over 90% of

all dune sanples plotted en this graph occur within or very close

to the oentr2d "core", and additioneil plotting of dune samples

would only serve to further crowd the central core at the expense

of possibly obtaining a few more data points in the dune sanple

"tail". The sanples from the silty/sand unit appear to be evenly

distributed throu^iout the central "core" and the tail they form.

Further plotting of data points fran this environment would likely

enhance the "finer sediments = poorer sorting" pattern suggested

here.

A third trend, that of the delta or stream terrace sanples,

appears to have an attitude at 90* fran the dune and silty/semd

ones. Tliat is, it trends fron the central "core" to a northwest
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(iirection, instead of northeast. These data points are somewhat

nore dispersed in the area of the central "core" than the sarples

fron other enviroments, and c«Te gets the iirpression that the

delta or stream terrace "tail" is shorter and stubbier (ie. less

well defined) than that of either the dune "tail" or tlie silty/

sand unit "tail". Nevertheless, if one were to obtain more data

points from the delta or stream terrace unit, the author is

ccnfident the trend suggested here would be significantly

enhanced.

As stated earlier, about the only sediments falling into the

"well-sorted" category would be the medivm and fine sands, and all

clays, silts and most gravels should be "poorly sorted" to "very

poorly sorted". The frequent generalization that sorting

increases with transport is, in many suites, sirtply due to the

fact that the mean size of a sediment changes with transport, and

the inprovenent in sorting is dependent only on the decreasing

mean size, not the distance. As Inman (1949) suggested, once the

sediment attains a minimun standard deviation (best sorting), if

it continues to get finer, sorting will worsen with further

transport (Folk and Ward, 1957). This seems to be the case vhen

one observes Figure 34. The subtle trends oi the graph e^peeu: to

suggest the following lypothesis.

As the coarse sedijnents of the ancient Greind River c^>proached

Lake Dunnville, the coarsest particles (pebbles) along with seme

of the coarse sand, stof^ied being transported and came to rest in

very poorly sorted terrace deposits. (The vhite triamgles that

plotted furthest away fron the central "core" on Fig. 34.) In the

relatively reduced-energy environment of the Dunnville delta,

coarse sand with rare pebbles was deposited. (The vfriite triangles

that plotted in a dispersed pattern near the central "core".) The

finer sand euid silt tended to be swqjt further along the "system",

to come to rest in the form of a thin apron at a more distal

pocition fron the main Dunnville delta. (These silt and sand

sanples plot as black triemgles on Fig. 34)





The sediment C3f this systen reached its cptimun sorting value raid- ]
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way betweei losing most of its pebbles and being deposited as a

silt and scind aprcai. This is the area of Figure 34 v^ere the

well-sorted end of the two trends (delta/stream terrace and the

silty/sand init) meet and overlap within the central "core". The

fact that these two trends seen to "radiate" fron the central

"core" appears to support Inman's (1949) and Folk and Vferd's

(1957) suggestion of a "sorting path". In this case, a subtle "V"

shape is obtained on the nean versus sorting graph. (See dashed

line on Figure 34 .

)

The fact that the "tail" of dune sanple data points trends to the

northeast frcin the centred "core" at a sli^tly different angle

than the silty/sand mit sanples suggests that dune samples are

closely related to matericil frcm the silt cind sand apron, but

have, in addition, been subjected to a wind-derived sorting

mechanism.

It is interesting to note that on Figure 34, the beach scir»a ard

till sanples plot in tvo distinctly different areas of the graph,

as opposed to the situation on rost other graph Figures, vhere

they seen to plot in fairly close proximity to each other.

On Figure 31, the sanples labelled as being from an "unknoivn

environment" and having a mean grain size finer than 5 phi include

PD 192, PD 193, and PD 382. These are sanples of san3y clay frcn

the thesis area. Considering their surrounding stratigraphy, it

is no/ ToTcwn that these sanples were deposited as lake-bottom

sediments. It wcxild be interesting to see if other sanples from

this depositional envirorment also plotted in this eirea of the

gr^jh. If th^ did, it would be a step toward establishing an

enviromented "field" en this graph. As it stands new, the

establishment of a distinctive field on the basis of only a few

sanples is very ill advised.

Friedman (1961) concluded frcn his graphs that, for the nost part,

dune 82uid8 were positively skewed, (ie. They have an excess of

finer nBteri2d, or have hsrl the ocMrse "tails" of their grain size

distributions removed.) This also appears to be true for 70% of

all the sanples plotted on Figures 11, 32 and 33, notwithstanding

Figure 39.
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PORE PEEL PHOTOGRAPf^ AND X-RADIOGRAPHy

Sanples of core peels from the three main environments of

d^xDsition in the thesis eurea are included in Plates 5 to 11.

Core peel imagery of delta (LC30, 31 and 32), dune (LCI, 3, 4, 25,

and 26), and silty/sand aprc»i {LC2, 13, and 24?) sediments eire

rq)resent.ed, as well as core peel imagery of lake bottan sediments

(LC12 amd 14). The oore peel imagery provided an excellent way to

observe and preserve the record of cored sediments, and is

particularly useful in ocnfirming laboratory observations of cores

and core peels. They also made carparisons between individueil

cored intervals feirly ocxivenient.

FlTOtographs of cored dune sediments confirm distribution of fine/

medium/coarse grained sand ocnrDnly seen in sand pit exposures.

Core peel photographs were often the only way to observe

sedimentciry structures within the delta and/or silty scind apron

deposits. This is because these units were either ccrfTonly water

saturated, thus precluding the excavation of a pit for

observation, or these units were too coarse grained to reveal much

fine Isiminar detail in the field. In this latter regard,

X-radiograpihy of core peels proved to be very useful. See Plate

11 (LC31) for an excellent exanple. The detail provided by the

imagery presented here would probably not have been visible by

observing this deposit in the field.

Unfortunately, not all the X-radiograpihs are as useful as Plate

llA and B. All too often, the image on the X-radiograph spears

SB a mass of ^aparently rauTdon light and dark spots. This could

have been avoided by X-raying the entire oore before cutting.

Alternatively, a more representative portion of the core could

have been used, ie. using the half core available aifter cutting

amd subeairpling, but before making the core peels. In this way,

very faint structures that oould have been present in the upper

soil horizons may have been seen.
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When making peels, the pcor parcsity and permeability of finer

grciined materials (silt and/or clay) prevented the white glue from

penetrating the sediment very deeply, resulting in a peel

consisting mostly of a hardened glue film with a mininum amount of

sediment iirtoedded in it. The resulting fxsrtion of the X-

radiogr^ii appears as a dark area. A good example is the lower

part of LC14, Plate 7B. The sub-horizontal white lines on the X-

radiograph of this core peel are indicative of places v^ere the

massive clay of the core has dried and cracked while awaiting the

peel process. These cracks then provide conduits for excess

liquid glue at the time of raking the peel. When the excess glue

hardens, it fontB a relatively thick lunp vt^idi shows up an the

X-radiographs as a vhite, sub-horizontal feature.
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SITE SECTIONS

Six sarple sites were selected as representatiMs of the various

facies of sandy Quaternary deposits in the Dunnville area. Site

locations are shcvn on Figure 4, and interpreted facies

relationships are illustrated on Figure 43. The sections, fron

west to ecist, are: the Dunnville Backyard Excavation; the Bird

Road Excavation Site; the ?forse Fcirm Section ; the T^bter Vfell

SectiCTi; Cemetery Dune; and the Sod Farm Secticai. (Figures 44 to

49) . "Oie oore exaitples used with the figxares eire the best

available for that type of deposit, but may not portray all

details displayed in the idealized section.

Dunnville Backyard Excavation (Figure 44);

This figure illustrates the type of sediment to be found in the

local eurea around Dunnville, and is represented on Feenstra's

(1974) nap as part of a "stream terrace and deltaic sand" deposit

(unit #9). The thin (1 metre) delta deposit, ccrposed of coarse

sand, lies directly on nassive clay. The clay is interpreted to

be a glaciolacustrine deposit of one of the glacicil lakes froni

Lake Whittlesey to Lake Dunnville, and spears to underlie all the

sancfy deposits east of Dunnville.

The coarse sand init at Dunnville is interpreted to represent a

high-eneirgy environment vfriich would tend to discourage deposition

of finer grained sediment. At acme locations, the ooarse sand

contains seme pd*>les and/car mud balls. This may indicate a type

of channel lag from a distributary channel of the delta, as the

p^±>le8 and mud balls are usually (thou<^ nc3t always) found close

to the base of the coarse sand mit.

Sedinientary strucrtures could not be seen in this unit, but a

sli^t fining i;q3ward trend is noted. The 45 to 60 centimetre

thick deposit erf fine sand on top of the coarse sand unit is
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interpreted to represent a significant shallowing of Lake

Dunnville, and particil exposure of the delta sediments to the air.

No sedimentary structures were observed in this fine sanS, so the

envirorment of deposition is unknown. It is most likely that this

natericd is an cverbarik-type deposit, formed vhen sediment \,>as

washed over the distributary channel banks of the delta.

Bird Road Excavation Site (Figure 45);

This section is interpreted to represent a delta deposit in a

regime of medium to high energy processes. The location of this

site is near the edgg of Feenstra's (1974) "stream terrace ard

deltaic sand" unit.

The coarse to medium grained scind "package" just above the rmssive

clary of the idealized section is very similar to the coarse sand

deposit depicted in Figure 44, with the exception that this

package is generally thinner, and parallel horizontal lamination

ceui be seen. This appears to support the interpretation of a

hi(^-energy environment for this sand "package", similar to that

of the deposit in Figure 44. However, the parallel lamination

seems to indicate a somevyhat more ordered deposition here.

The sudden dicinge upward to a fine sand is representative of

either: 1) a shallowing of water depth, and/or 2) a change in

sediment supply, possibly the result of crevasse-splay or overbarik

processes. Both represent a drcp frcm a hi^ energy environment

to a medium energy one.

The next sediment "package" seen here is ccmposed of medium

grained seind that has wavey cross-lamination. Such bedding may be

r^resentative of clinbing ripples. This indicates a high

sediment load in the depositionad environment, vtiich would not be

unusual for a fluvieJ./deltaic system in a recently-deglaciated

area such as this.





Horse Farm Section (Figure 46);

This section is believed to portray a facies of the distal portion

of the Dunnville Delta, or the silty/sand unit on vs^ich the

aeolicin dunes are supposedly built. Feenstra (1981) states:

"Althou^ iTDSt of the sand ridf^s on the delta plain cire of
eolian (sic) origin, there are some knolls of low relief (about
one metre) which may have a different, perh^s subaqueous
nearshore sand bar, origin. A section throu^ one such knoll
shows near-horizontcilly (sic) eind contorted (sluitping along the
sides) stratified fine to very fine grained sand with minor medium
sand, thinly intercalated".

Of the distal, eastern portion of the ancestral Grand River delta

(the "IXjnnville Delta", as it is referred to in this thesis),

Feenstra states:

"The distal sequence consists here of about one metre of
stratified, moderately well sorted, silty, fine to very fine
grained sand . . .with some silt and little clay thinly intercalated

.

The sequence is current-stratified in its ICMer part. Individual
sets of cross-strata indicate that the paleocurrent flow vsas

consistently fron westerly directions".

The author believes that the exposure at the Horse Farm Site

(Figure 46) represents a section throu^ both the "low knolls" and

the "distal delta deposits" that Feenstra (1981) refers to.

Exposures similar to the Horse Fcinn Section can be found at the

"Yellow Hi<^" locations along Bird Road (Figure 4).

The idealized section en Figure 46 shows sediments with a great

ramae of grain sizes resting on a base of massive clay, similar to

the situation depicted on Figures 44 and 45. Directly above the

massiMB clay is a package of alternating coarse and fine sand,

having either parallel lamination, vsevey bedding, or no bedding.

TTiin horizontail mud layers are included, but rare, in this

package. Thus, this bottcn hedf of the exposure appears to have

been deposited under a variety of aquatic conditions, ie.

irregular periods of cyclic current activity followed by

quiescence.

EJxanples of deposits displaying this \ariety of grain size and

119
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sedimentary structures are the f%slta-front facias of the

Castlegate Sandstcane (Van de Graff, 1972) or the distributary

mouth bar deposits of a river-dominated delta, illustrated \7/

Miall (1979). Miall's Figure 10 allows for several individual

sequences of this type ever cin interval of approxinately 100

metres, v^le Figure 46 (this work) is representative of part of a

delta systan that is protably orders of nagnitude siraller, and

c^:pears to depict only one sudi cycle.

The i.5:per hcdf of the exposure at the Horse Farm Section consists

of mostly clay or sandy clay deposits interspersed with dirty,

fine to very fine sand beds of various thicknesses. This part of

the section is interpreted to have been deposited in a very lew-

energy enviroment, possibly during long periods of standing v»ater

or ponding with little or no current activity, such as that of an

interdistributcury bay.

The MBry top of the idealized section on Figure 46 appears to

consist of a relatively thin mantle of fine to very fine aeolian

sand, similar to tiotns of the material found at sites such sub

Cemetery Dune (Figure 48).

Individual beds in exposures like the Horse Feurm Section nay be

fzdrly continuous emd traceable within the limits of the "knoll"

itself , but ceuinot be tied with beds in similar, distant exposures

of other "knolls". This suggests the localized, almost random

occurence of the different environments of deposition on the

distributary pl2dn of a delta in a very shadlow leike. It is

possible that parts of the delta were exposed to the air for

varying lengths of time, resulting in snail areas of

crev2i8se-splay deposits, sheet sands and marsh deposits. A

deposit similar to the levee-like deposits of the St. Clair River

delta is envisaged (See following section on Depositional

niviroments eurtd Sedimentology)

.
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Water Well Section (Figure 47);

Located approximately 100 metres to the south of, and at the saine

topographic level as, the Horse Farm Section depicted in Figure

46, is the Water Well Section. The nost striking feature of the

Water Well Section is its fairly uniform texture of fine to medium

saDd, as ocrpared to the wide variety of textures present at the

Horse Farm Site. Also, approximately 20 metres away fran the

Vteter Well Section towards the Horse Farm Site, again at the same

topographic level, a massive clay unit was found under a thin

(20-30 centimetre) layer of fine sand. The surface of this

massive clay unit appears to be a continuation of the one found at

the tase of the Horse Farm Section. The sudden laterail change

fran massive clay to fine sand at the Water Well Section suggests

the jsresence of a <±ieinnel-fill deposit. Exposures of this facies

are raone in the thesis area, and the core exaiiple shewn on Figure

47 is not representative. The interpretation of the samd in IjC20

as a diannel-fill deposit is questicaiable.

Having viewed the field naps of Feenstra and his assistants

it is noted that discontinuous channels are interpreted to exist

in the southeast oomer of the silty/sand apron deposit. (These

cSiannels are not depicted en the published preliminary me^ss,

of Feenstra, 1972 eind 1974). This information, along with the

suggestion of dicinnel-fill deposits at the Water Well site, seems

to indicate the possible presence of a network of preserved

civmnels throu^vxrt. the distal delta facies (silty/sand apron) of

the thesis area. Vnese cheinnels are assumed to have been scoured

into the glaciolac^istrine massive clay unit at the time of active

delta building, vhen the clay depcjsit had a high water content,

theoretically making it softer and more susceptible to erosion.
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Cemetery Dune (Figure 48);

The lower part of a cJune exposure in the Dunnville area usually

OOTisists of a fine scind, very oft«i with sub-horizontal or low

cingle bedding. Some graded beds can be seen, along with rare

isolated exanples of small scale cross-bedding, and layers of

heavy mineral concentrations, particularly near the tase of

exposures. (Plate 19, A eind B.) In exposures of dune material

thicker than approximately 2 metres, the top of this fine sanS

sub-unit is usually an erosive contact with the coarser sub-unit

above (Plate 18).

The upper sub-unit of a dune exposure thicker tlian 2 metres

usually consists of fine and medium sand, with occasicaial coarse

layers. This sand has high angle cross-bedding with certain grain

sizes usually fonning individual layers. Some graded bedding may

be seen, as well as the occasional area of distorted bedding

(Plate 2).

Feenstra (1972, 1974, 1981) makes no reference to the two

sub-units of dune deposits in the TXjnnville aurea. This leads to

the question: "Whidi sub-unit is considered to be of aeolian

origin, or are they both?" (See "Aeolian" section of "Depositic«Tal

Environments and Sedimentology. " ) There vas never reedly a

question cis to the presence of seme type of aeoliein deposit,

because airphotos showed occasioned well-shaped parabolic

features. Field investigation confirmed the parabolic shape and

slicjht elevation of these forms. Seme topographically high spots

in the thesis area also had relatively steep east faces,

interpreted to he djne slipfaces. (See Figures 41 arri 42.)

There were many subtle hi^ spots in the m^ area that appeared to

be less than 1 metre in height. Feenstra (1972, 1974) displays an

abundance of parabolic features, but some of the lew features had

to be observed with an element of idealism to see them as being

parabolic in shape.
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Sod Farms Section (Figure 49);

Figure 49 depicts the type of deposit that can be expected at the

extrene edges of the silty/sand unit. A typical exposure would

have a base of nassive clay, possibly laminated in the upper

portion. This represents a glaciolacustrine deposit, probably of

Lake EXmnville. The laminated clay then e^pears to coarsen

upwards to interbedded clay emd silt, with occasional layers of

very fine scind. This indicates a transition fron a

glaciolacustrine evircMiment to an extrene distal delta setting.

The sequence nay be capped with a silty or clayey sand nantle,

\«^Tich is interpreted to be a porticn of a low energy distal facies

of the Dunnville delta, or possibly a veneer of Msry fine aeolian

material.

The great abundance of nud, the thin horizontal to sub-horizontal

laminations, and the lack of noticeable cross-bedding attest to

the interpretation that this naterial was dejxjsited in a low to

very low energy environment.
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DEPOSITIOtPl. EI^IR0NME^7^S AND SEDI^Pi^^TOIJOGY

Deltaic

"Oiere is an ixmense volune of geological literature available

dealing with deltaic sediments and environments. This literature

is cvervAielmingly concerned with marine-associated deposits.

Fresh water lacustrine analogies are rare. The paper 'by Pezzeta

(1973) on the St. Clair River delta (between Lake Huron arx3 Lake

Erie) affords an excellent opportunity for corparison of this

active delta with the ancient Dunnville Delta system because they

occur in similar physical settings, and certain aspects of their

morphologies are raiadi the same. Table 2 is a sunmary of

similarities and differences between the two deltas. Field and

laboratory observations suggest that the St. Clair River delta is

a good model to use v*ien attenpting to conceive the nature of the

Dunnville Delta during its active life.

TVo of the most interesting deposits of the Dunnville Delta are

illustrated on Figure 46: the Morse Farm Section, and Figure 47:

the Water Well Section. If one accepts the interpretation of the

sediments at the Water Well Section as being a channel fill

deposit, then it is a small extrapolation of thou^t to conceive

the sediments at the Horse Feumi section to be a type of "levee

deposit" along a distributary c±vannel that has been incised into

the pre-existing sediments. Channels and levees present on the

St. Clair River delta pleiin were the models usaJ for this

interpretation of Dunnville Delta sediments. The "levees" appear

to contain exarples of both overbark deposits (sare!) and possibly

part of the sediments associated with interdistributary bays (clay

and ssmdy clay)

.
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Table 2; Ocrparison caf the St. Clair and Dunnville Deltas

(Information in brackets was obtained frcxn Pezzeta, 1973 (St.

Clair delta); or Feenstra, 1981 and personal observations

(Dunnville Delta system) .

)

Similarities: Mean grain size (St. Clair:3.35 0;Dunnville:3.O 0)

Fresh water environment

Mid-continental location

Same hei^t above sea level (178 metres)

River discharges into a very shallow lake

(6 to 7 metres deep)

Subdued relief in surrounding area

Similarities Envisaged ty This Author:

Delta plain distributary systen well developed

Incised distributary chcinnels

Levees along distributaury dieinnels (?)

Presence of interdistributary bays

Differences: Delta front morphology

(St. Clair: steep; Dunnville: gentle)

Vegetation present during active life

(St. Clair: yes: Dunnville: no)

Associated aeoliein deposits

(St. Clair: no; TXmnville: yes)

Length of active delta deposition

(St. Clair: 7500 years; Dunnville: much less than

900 years)
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The "Differences" noted <xi Table 2 appear to be interrelated. The

long life span of the St. Clair River delta (under relatively

constant sediment load ocaTditions), assisted in the formation of

the steep delta front morphology. This is because sediment

transported by the St. Clair River oould only be carried a certain

distanoe by any particulcir current strength before it was

deposited. T^is limit, ever the 7500 year life of the St. Clair

River delta, would tend to form a sediment buildt^) having a

particular "edge" (ie. the delta frcxit edge). In contrast, the

Dunnville Delta did not exist for a sufficient length of time to

be able to form a steep delta front edge. All that was formed

east of rxonnville was a very thin apron of fine sediments,

particularly at the extreme eastern end.

The laig active life of the St. Clair River delta also contributed

to the opportunity for \^getation to establish itself on the

exposed portions of this delta. With water covering the major

portion of the St. Clair River delta, and vegetation covering an/

parts that were subaerially exposed, there was little opportunity

for aeoliaui processes to affect the sediments. This is true even

today. The exposure of the deltaic sediments at Dunnville,

without the benefit of vegetative cover, lead to the aeolian

erosion of these sediments and the subsequent d^xssition of this

naterial as dunes.

Measurerrents extracted from water well records for the thesis area

(Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 1978 and 19R1) exhibit a

rouc^ measure of the thickness of surficied sand (deltaic and/or

silty sand apron 2uid/ or aeolian deposits). From 39 wells drilled

in the area (fron 1946 to 1975), the average thickness of seindy

sediments that were encountered at ground level was 2.4 metres.

This supports a general view of a thin deltaic "fan" being

deposited over the bottan of Lake Dunnville. In addition to the

39 water wells noted above, there aire five "anomalous" wells in

the thesis area with surficial semdy deposits recorded as

extending to 10, 17, 28, 29 and 30 metres depth.
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It is postulated that the three thickest aronalous values are the

result of driller error (recorded descriptions include: "sand plus

clay", "topsoil plus clay" and "quicksand"). The two shallower

cinanDlous values could conceivably be the result of drilling into

one of the sand-filled distributary channels discussed above.

Aeolian:

As mentioned earlier, features less thcin 2 metres high in the

thesis area seemed to be dcninantly corposed of the lower, fine

grained dune sub-unit. TVro interpretations are presented here for

the origins of these low features. First, it is interpreted that

the fine grained sub-unit was deposited soon cifter the draining of

Lake Dunnville, as gently undulating "huntnocks" over most of the

thesis eirea. In this interpretation, the method of deposition vjqs

early stage aeolian transport of material from the recently

exposed silty/sand aprcn. This naterial was then deposited as low

dunes of varying morpJiologic maturity.

The second interpretation involves the deposition of these low

features during the period vsfrien the distal part of the Dunnville

Delta was being built up and/or dissected ty distributary

diannels. The features would be deposited as bars on the delta

plain, similar to those described by Galloway (1976) on the

deltaic plain of the Copper River fan-delta, althou^ the

features described by Galloway are of a larger scale than those

under discussion here.

The anall-scale cross-bedding and heavy mineral layers seen in the

lower unit on Plate 19 (A amd B) would afford the inpression that

these sediments eu-e water lain. Yet, these structures are not

unknown in aeolian deposits. (P. David, Universite de Montreal,

perBoned oamunication; Fryberger, et ed, 1979). This irakes it

difficult to decide v*iich interpretation of the origin of these

low features is "correct". This problem is not mccmDn vhen

atterpting to assiTi a process of deposition to a sand or

sandstone init. Sane sandstone tnits in the western USA have been

the subject of heated debate as to v^ether their mode of
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Plate 18: Peel PD#5 (fron Jenny Jump Pit)
Note erosive cxxrtact between lower, fine
sub-vinit emd upper, coarse sub-unit; also note
scattered root casts (v*iite blebs).
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V

B

PLATE 19 1 Jenry Junp Pitj Lower Vtest VW.1 Detail.

At

Bt

Note heavy mineral concentrations in lower
ri^t oomer.
doee-up of lower left oomer of A.

Note isolated snail scale cross-bedding.
Length of anall shovel handle is
approximately 15 an.





<3epcsition was aeolian or shallcw narine. Exanples include the

Navajo Scindstone (Walker, 1979), the Curtis Formaticn (Kocurek and

Dott, 1981) and the Cedar Mesa Sandstone (Locpe, 1984).

If one examines Plate 19A closely, particularly the area between

the two shovels in the lower oentrcil part of the photograph, a

li^t-ooloured, rou^ly rectangular patdi can be seen. It is

postulated that this represents the cross-section of a snail run-

off <±iannel. This structure is at the same level as the heavy

mineral concentrations and the snail scale cross-bedding seen in

the same photograph. Ttiis c^pears to be evidence for suggesting

that the lower, finer-grained sub-unit of the Ames was, at least

occasionally, affected ty water, cind may in fact have been

deposited mostly ty vater, not wind.

Regardless of the process of deposition, these low features seen

to form the "core" of at least sore of the larger, better

developed dunes in the thesis area, including fiydro Hill and the

Jenny Junp dune (parabolic); eind Kentucky Hill and Caretery Dune

(longitudinal). All these dunes have an upper sub-unit of coarser

sand, as described earlier. It is postulated that, during the

aeoliein action that deposited the upper, coarser sub-unit, nany of

the smEill, low artplitude features existed over the Dunnville delta

plain, and some of them acted as "nucleii" for the growth of the

larger aeolian features. The upper sub-unit is almost certainly

of aeolian origin, although, as r^»rted in the references cited

above, it is not vnccnron for sandstone units with "obvious"

aeolian hi^ angle cross-bedding to be reinterpreted as shallow

aqueous deposits, then again reinterpreted eis aeolian.

If the sedimentary structures of the upper sub-unit were formed

subaqueously, it would be feirly easy to see how it oould be

interpreted that the lamina of alternating gradn size could have

been built 1:53 in the manner proposed ty sndth (1972). In this

process, subaqueous ripples with coarse grains segregated in their

trou^Ts act essentially as "conveyor belts" to transport sediment

to the bar edge. Where avalanching is relatively ccMitinuous,

coarse laminae originate vJhen ripple troui^s "durp" their sediment
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CURRENT DIRECTION

NOT
TO
SQUJE

Aqueous deposition

FROM SMITH (1972)

CURRENT DIRECTION

A- Finer sediment cjcrposing the small scale asynmetrical bedforra

spills over the bar edge followed by:

B- AvalancJiing of ooarse sediment previously segregated into
leeside scour pocket. Thickness of laminae depends on length
of fbreset and size of surface bedfoms.

a' ^ DOMINANT WIND DIRECTION

NOT
TO
SCTkLE

AFTER SMITH (l»7t)

DOMINANT WIND DIRECTION

Corresponding ^ieolian analogy.

Figure 50: Psssible Origin of Ocarse and Fine Foreset Laminae
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on the slipface, and fine laminae forni as ripple crests spill

their sediment. (Kocurek and Dott, 1981) (Figure 50).

Kocurek and Dott (1981) are of the cpinion that this sane process

is unlikely to operate on aeolian dunes because avalanching is

rarely oontinuous, cind the ooarser grains segregated on wind

ripple crests rarely constitute single grainflow laminae because

of the araller volume of imterial ccr^xjsing such a crest.

Ttie author would tend to disagree with this opinion on the grounds

that: 1) it is inknovn why the criterion of continuous avalanching

is necessary and 2) the volume of netericil necessary to produce

beds of the thickness seen in Plate 2 could possibly be derived

fran storm actions, v^ere hi<^ wind velocity would encible the

transportation of larger amounts of mixed natericil (fine and

coarse scind) than normal. Onoe this material was transported to

the brink of a dune, sustained strong winds would favor keeping

the siTBller grained material in suspension, \4iile drof^ing the

coarser sand ever the brink, thus forming more of a grainfall

deposit than a grainflow one. The varying thicknesses of beds

seen in Plate 2 also eqspears to support the non-constcint (ie.

storm-induced) deposition of some of the laminae. In this

scenario, the laminae ocmposed of finer imterieLL would probably be

deposited during periods of calmer winds.

The occasional, relatively thick beds of coarse scind in the upper

sub-unit may also be the result, in part, of a truncated ripple

mecheuiism, such as that proposed by Steidtmann (1982). In his

investigation of aeolian dune formation in a cold, moist climate,

Steidtmann oarronly Sound surficiad ripples with truncated crests.

His explanation is as follows:

"Affparently , sand is blown into ripple forms while dry amd

subsequently becomes moist during periods of precipitation and/or
cttanges in groundv«ter level. Ijater exposure to cirying conditions

causes the crests to become remobilized before the remainder of

the ripple form dries. Apparently this is caused by greater
expxDsure of the crests to wind and sun. The result is that the
crests are blown away vhile the trou^s rerain wet and intact."
(Steidtmann, 1982)





As grains are cxxriTDnly ocarser on wind ripple tops than in

adjacent swales (Spearing, 1971) it spears that there would be a

short period of time (after the oaarse rnatericil has dried eind the

reneining material is still danp eird relatively irmobile) v*ien the

particles available for transport would he dcminantly coarse

grained. During this time, the coarse particles would be carried

over the brink of the dune and deposited as a relatively thick

bed. TTYe subsequent drying cuid transport of the remaining ripple

raateried wDuld tend to produce a graded bed on the slipface of the

dune. (Plate 2; note thick, coarse grained layer in upper third of

pihoto).

Steidtmann (1982) eilso rtescribes other structures of sarx^ dunes

formed under cold, moist climate conditions. One should have

these structures in mind vhile observing the dune deposits east of

rxinnville, because a cold, moist climate was likely in existence

in this area during the formation of the dunes. The proximity of

the eurea to post-glacial lakes, tlie water-laid nature of closely

associated deposits, and the presence of a glacieil ice nass within

approximately 300 km (inferred from Terasmae, et al 1972, Figures

2 and 3) would contribute to the assurption of a cold, moist

climate. However, this is not to suggest that structures seen in

the Dunnville Ames are exclusively the result of oold, moist

climate cxanditions.

Figure 51 illustrates a situation apparently comon anong the

l^u^ger dunes of the thesis area. Whereas the lower, fine gradned

sub-unit is not clearly seen as a "core" for this dune (Hydro

Hill), a clear paraibolic shape is evident, ais is a relatively

steep slipface and an i^iper "mixed" fine/medium/coarse grained

sediment observed in pits and cores. The ccrposition of LC24 is

interesting in that a similar fine sand/dirty sand/ + clay pattern

was seen in the oore fron the base of the Jenny Junp dune (1jC13)

and the floor of Indian Dune (LC21). This suggests that the

aeolian dunes were deposited directly on tcp of the disted delta

sediments

•
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Figure 56 (Appendix VI) is a plot of sample locations for the

detailed sanpling program at the Ceinetery TXine Pit. It is also

used as a reference figure for Figures 7 to 11. Note the opposing

dips of bedding between the north and south "sections". This is

to be expected in a lOTigitudinal dune such as this one. As with

most longitudinal dunes, the orientation of the long cixis

p>arallels the vector line of two converging wind directions. Sand

is deposited on opposite sides of the dune ridge alternately ty

the two wind directions. TTie ocnplex cross-bedding pattern

expected near the crest of longitudinal dunes (illustrated by

Bagnold (1941) emd others), could not be seen in this dune, as

massive slurping and vegetation obscured most of the central part

of the pit vail, adjacent to the crest. Severed hand-dug pits

were excavated on the crest of this dune in an attetipt to locate

su<±i cross-bedding. Overdeveloped soil horizons prevented the

viewing of are/ such sedimentary structures.
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EOONOMIC POTQ?riAL

The hi^ water table in the area can create problems for the

extracticxi of any materials for ocmercial use. In addition, the

snail areed extent of the sand dune deposits as well as the fine

to \«ry fine grain size present, limits the econonuc usefulness of

this material.

Despite these restrictions, the scind dunes provide the best

potential for future economic development of nc«i-bedrock aggregate

resources in the thesis area. Residents in the area report that,

in the past, sand heis beei extracted fran small pits for

construction aggregate (particularly road building) or land fill.

The Aggregate Resources Inventory Paper of the Town of Dunnville

(ARIP 67) (Ontario Geological Survey, 1984) states:

"The town has existing resources of scind capable of meeting
sere of the local denands for low specification construction
products such as fill. The sand is generally unsuitable for high
specification uses suc±i as asphalt and concrete ... .The material
extracted frcn the pits is generally suitable for granular borrow
and acceptable to borderline for Granulcu: Base Course C. The
material nay also be suitable for blending sand if the fines
content is reduced .

"

Same dones have been intensely exploited in the past. Butcher

Dune and Buntjle Bee Hill have been excavated nearly to grade.

Local residents report that the Jenny Junp Hill euid pit are

presently only a fraction of their former size. Field

observations oonfirm old, partially cvergrown pit workings on the

south side of Jenny Junp Road.

The owner of the Indian Dune property relates that raterieil fran

that pit had been used by International Harvester for "foundry

sand" or "core sand". This use appears to have been the only

r^xjrted ocmercial utilization of the semd that does not involve

bulk aggregate onnsunption. Other uses for the sand, such as the

iHEUiufacturing of silicon carbide, silica brick, glass, sodium

silicate, paint filler, etc. require a high-purity seind, usually

siopiificantly over 90% Si02f with as few inpurities as possible.

(Hewitt, 1963)





As can be seen fron Appendix IX, the average Si02 content of

sanples cinalyzed by XRF is approximately 60%, with TT'e203

assessment of between 1 and 2%. The second most ccrrcn major

oxide present in the seinds is CaO, in the form of carbonate roc3c

particles. Besides the L.O.I, value, the next most comon weight

percent \Jalue of the sands is AI2O3, either from the feldspar

or the clety materials present.

The above listed inpurities severely limit the ccmmercial uses of

sand fron this area. An exc^Jtion may be the use of the sand for

"Sand-Line Brick", which requires a minimum of 55% Sin2. It

should be noted, however, that the feldspar content of most of the

sands available nay prove to be a problem. (Hewitt, 1963)

Springer (1983) reports:

"...materials research fron Europe (Fiori and Fabbi, 1983;
Bansadhi and Szilagyi, 1983; Rak et al 1982; Fedelldshiev et al,

1979) suggests that quartz-feldspar mixtures of different origins
may be used as ceramic feedstuffs, for stxxieware, glazes, sanitary
ware, emd other ceramic bodies".

Raw materials described in the noted European references aure nudi

higher in feldspar content than the sediments studied in the

thesis area. However, the presence of feldspar in semd fron the

thesis area should be noted if considering these Scind deposits as

raw materials for similar uses.

The natural clay content of some of the seind fron the thesis area

appears to be an adveintage v^en consictering the use of this

nateried as foundry semd. An approximate reinge of clay content

fron to 8% is available. The deeper deposits (the lc«r«r fine

dune sub-unit ard parts of the silty/sand apron) usually contain

the hi^er percentages of clay. Hewitt (1963) states:

"For foundry semd, a highly refractory tou«^ silica sand,

having rounded grains with roui^ surfaces, is preferred.
Depending on the size and type of casting, various size-grades of

sand are used, graded according to the American Foundryman's
Association specifications. The silica sands are bonded with
clay, amd rou<^ grain surfaces iirprove the bonding power. Rounded

grains are preferable to angular grains owing to the increase in

permeability of the sand, v*iich allows the escape of gases during
casting. Both naturally bonded and eurtificiadly bonded sands sure

used."
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TYte data firon Appendix IX indicate that sanples cJ:)tained fran

lower parts of exposures, as well as same of those taken fran the

coarse scind vnit at Dunnville are the hi<^est in Si02 content

(ie. PD 82 and LC28 S9). Unfortunately, the lower parts of

exposures cure usually at, or near the water table of the area,

making extraction difficult if not inpossible. In addition, it

seens that the coarse sand init at Dunnville is too thin in nost

places to econcmically support its extraction.

It is suggested that, for purposes of construction aggregate and

landfill, large dunes sudi as Hydro Hill, Cemetery Dune, Kentucky

Hill 2ind possibly the Mmtby Road Dune (Plate IB) nay be

successfully exploited. Much of Kentucky Hill "has already been

reroved, but beyond the eastern boundary of the former pit

operations, a sufficient volume of sand exists such that future

extraction of this naterial nay be profitable. The existauice of

permeinent cultural features (buildings, cemeteries, etc.) and

their aissociated setback requirements would severely restrict

future development of some deposits.

ARIP 67 (Ontario Geological Survey, 1984) lists five sand pits

licensed to extract matericil from the semd dune area. Ten

unlicensed and/or abandoned pits are also listed. The only

production figure available includes the production from both the

five licensed semd pits as well as the one licensed bedrock quarry

outside the thesis area, to the south of IXmnville itself. The

average annual production from all pits and the quarry in the

seven-year period between 1974 emd 1980 has been approximately

263,000 tons (239,000 tonnes) (Ontario Geological Survey, 1984)

It shcxild be noted that the area of the Dunnville deltaic/aeolian

sedijnents has no potential for bedrock resources, as the entire

area is underlain by Salina Formation at a depth of between 25 to

40 metres (Ontario Geological Survey, 1984) varying potential for

bedrodc resources (poor to good) exists to the south, between the

Onondaga Escarpment and Lake Erie.
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In the thesis area proper:

"Several sand deposits have been selected". .. (by the Ontario
Geological Survey)... "for possible resource protecticn at the
secondary level of significance. Since the sand and gravel
deposits in the tcwn are capable of supplying aggregate suitable
for only a restricted range of low-specification products, and are
generally of limited areal extent, no deposits have been selected
at the prinary level of significance". (Ontario Geological Survey,
1984)

The sand deposits nentioned in the above quote include nost of the

larger sand dunes to the east of Dunnville.
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FURTHER STUPy;

As with most investigations, this stuc3y precipitated several

questions, some of vihich nay be answered with further researdi.

A coring program cxjnsisting of continuous boreholes frcxn surface

to nassive clay { glaciolacustrine (deposits) should be performed in

a strcii^Tt line over the crest, and on either side of a large

dune, perhaps Hydro Hill. These boreholes would most likely be at

leeist 6 metres deep. Vibracoring equipment is suggested for

obtaining these cores. This program would help to clarify the

hypothesis that the aeolian dunes were deposited directly on top

of the distcil cielta sediments. Alternatively, a fresh exposure

cxjrpletely throu^ a dune would provide even more information.

Problems with obtaining such an iimense cross-section include

locating an appropriate site, obtaining the owner's cooperation,

hiring a front-end loader for the excavating, anri removing trees

2UTd their roots along the cross-sec:tion line. Even if cill these

stipulations can be met, the high water table in the area would

likely prohibit an unflooded exposure of sediments below regional

grade.

The proposed interpretation of the presence of infilled

distributary c±\annels cind associated levees could be investigated

by a ooncentrated coring program ever an eirea vhere they are

believed to exist. Alternatively, a very shallow seismic progreim

could be anployed to determine if infilled diannels can be located

aind traced by this method. This information will be potentially

useful in the study of groundwater flow patterns in the area.

Large infilled channels may also be a potentiad source of

fine-grained aggregate, if the size of the deposit warrants the

exj^ense of dewatering emd/ac wet extraction of the materieil.

In terms of the mapping of grain size parameters ever the area, it

mi^ht be worthv«*iile to erplay mcnent statistics rather than Folk

emd Ward (graphic) statistics in order to try an\ establish

sedimentation patterns. In this way, it WDuld be sin^iler
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to ocnpare results obtained with publisher! nnterial. The detailed

analysis of heavy and li^t minerals could provide sans

information en iregional dispersal patterns as wall as localized

sources of dune material. An examination of sand greiin surface

textures, as well eis a survey of (iine sizes over the tliesis area,

could supply similar data.

A more intense search for natericils dateable by radiocarbon

methods could be ccsviucted. This rraterial may also supply sanples

suiteible for palynological excimination. It has been suggested (J.

Flint, 1982 personal comunication) that matericil fran the

Wainfleet Bog be exeinined for evidence of aeolian sand "stringers"

that could be affiliated with sediments east of Dunnville. Dating

the peat associated with 8u<±i "stringers" nay enable a miniraun age

to be assigned to the existence of the sediments.

A critical exeimination of sanple grain size distribution could be

done with the aim of determining the relative inportanoe of

traction, Sciltation eind suspension populations. This could be

related to the strength of the depositing wind.

Further study may edso reveal the reasons for the existence of a

najor dune (Kentucky Hill) cind v*iat ap^aears to be ein extension of

the silty/sand apron (Feenstra, 1974, init #8) to the north of

Dunnville. The interpretation of shallow water deltaic deposition

coupled with the paleoddnd direct icai fran the west makes little

allowance for sudi sediments being deposited at that particular

location.
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SUNM^RV AND CaSKZLUSIONS

The surficicil deltaic and aeolian sediments east of Dunnville,

Ontario have been examined in detail. The following ccnclusions

have been established eind/or clarified:

SedimentcLTy envirorments of various deposits in the thesis area

have been reccxistructed in more detail than has previously been

atterpted. It is concluded that the sediments of the coarse seind

delta, silty/scind aprcn and inland aeolian dunes are intimately

related in terms of source and facies relationships. The

existence of delta plain distributary channels and associated

levees has been suggested. The discovery of distinct upper and

lower sub-units within scms aeolian dunes has been documented.

The lower, fine grained sub-unit is interpreted to be an immature

aeolian deposit, or water-laid bars on the Dunnville Delta plain.

The i^jper, coarser grained sub-unit is interpreted to have been

formed by small-scale avalandning of aeolian material. The

distinct beds of diverse grain size nay have been deposited during

times of varying moisture conditions.

The methodology of field and laboratory examination of

unconsolidated sediments has been presented and documented in

detail, including the development of a Grain Size Ancilysis Manual

Vtorksheet.

By inference with previous work, it is concluded that the aeolian

dunes were formed under cold, moist conditions between 12,300 to

12,100 years BP. Peat, similar to that found by earlier workers

in the Dunnville area, has provided an age of 225+ 100 years (BGS

795). TYye morphology euid mineradogy of aome of the dunes indicate

that they are ocnposed of sediments that were not active long

enou^ to beccne revorked into imture landforms, and that the

source for the dune sands themselves was probably local. (See

next page)
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Ctore peel photographs, X-radiographs, core descriptions and site

sections presented in this thesis document different sediment and

soil types and conditions present at selected locations throughout

the thesis area. As well as providing a permanent record of

general sediment characteristics, these photos and diagreims,

particulcirly the site sections (Figures 44 to 49) document

develcpment of the author's proposed schenatic fecies

relationships (Figure 43).

Mapping of grain size statistics (as well as calculating "best

fit" lines and correlation coefficients of data over the thesis

aurea) resulted in the documentation of a general fining of mean

grain sisse to the east. When sorting values were mapped, no clear

trends were determined, except for the point that large dunes

generally seened to ha\« better sorting. A skewness value map

shews no pattern ever the thesis area. Most sanples analyzed have

a nearly synmetriceLl distribution or were sli^tly positively

skewed. Similarily, when kurtosis values were mapped, no

coordinated arrcinganent could be seen. Most sanples were

leptokurtic to some degree, shewing a strong centred peak. The

detailed examination of maps of % Sand, % Silt, % Clay cind Mecin

values cdso supports the hypothesis that the source for the dune

Scuvis themselves was irmediately loceil (ie. matericil for dune

construction probably came from an area of the silty/sand apron

intnediately upwind of each dune).

Detailed sanpling of a single exposure by various methods reveals

that the numerical values of statisticed parameters can vary

according to the type of sanpling method used, and that caution

should he exercised v^ien interpreting 8uc±i values, and

extr^x>lating such data to the rest caf the deposit.

It was confirmed that Folk amd Ward graphic statistics are not

directly cxaipatible with calculations caf ntxnent parameters. When

grain size statistics were plotted en bivariate graphs, no

distinct, separation of sanples accxarding to environment caf

d^xaeition was seen, althcau^ these graphs are not without their

uses. For exaurple, the mean versus sorting graph appeared to be

useful in directing attenticn to a regionid. sorting trend.
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Tine bivariate gr^hing exercise suj^xsrts the findings of other

authors in that, unless extreme care is taken, grain size

statistics are probably not sensitive enou^ to accurately

distinguish between d^xjsitional environments. This is especially

true if the sediments are closely related and within a small

sub-system vAiere they were not transported for a long enou^

period of time to acme to equilibrium with their enviroment of

deposition, before being preserved. In this regard, it is

concluded that each geologically and geographically distinct area

or "sub-system" may have its own "signature" of greiin size

relationships, hence its own pattern of bivariate plots. This

would then require interpretation of patterns unique to each

individual "sub-system" in order to investigate interrelationships

between sanples and environments within that "sub-system", rather

than using bivariate plots of grain size parameters to attempt to

differentiate between various environments.
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APPEJDIX I: Sanple Descriptions and

Grain Size Parcirreters

Key to short forms used in /^^pendix I (A and B)

Calc. =

Ex. =

Fir.

H.M. *

Horiz.

Indust. Pk. =

J.J. Pit

J.J. Hd.

Junct. «

Mott.

Ft. Malt.

Sep. "

Sd.

U. aund L. =

x-bedding

Y. Hi^

calculation

excavation

Floor

heavy mineral

horizontal

Industrial Park

Jenny Juinp Pit

Jenny Junp Road

Juncticxi

Mottled or Ntottling

Port Maitlzmd

Separation

Sand

Upper and Lower

Cross-bedding

Yellow Hic^
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APPEM)IX 3A: Sanple Descriptions
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APPQTOIX IB: Gradn Size Paraiieters
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APPEMPIX II - FREEZE-DFYING OOMPARI90N (Cont'd)

Notes; 1) * = values were calculated by hard

2) difference = (Not Freeze-dried) - (Freeze-dried)

Value Value

This exercise shows:

Freeze-drying 'TDreaks up" silt particles slightly to form

marginally more clay-sized particles, (circa + 0.3%). This is not

enough to noticeably alter the skewness.

The till grain size analyses of this thesis (ie. N-11) are

probably inreliable, because of their hi<^ silt ard clay content,

but in most cases, freeze-drying makes no significant difference

in the grain size statistics. Hcwever, the fbllowir^ information

establishes limits of accuracy:

Silt and clay data are accurate to within + 2%

Median data are accurate to within + 0.15 phi

Mean data eure accurate to within + 0.30 phi

Sorting data 2u:e accurate to within + 0.30 phi

Skewness data are eiccurate to within + 0.15

Kurtosis data are accurate to within + 0.40

Freeze-dried \«lue8 were used for plotting and mappir^.
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APPENDIX III - ORIGIN?lL/REPEAT O3MPARIS0NS

Notes; * = Sample has sane values that are fairly extreme.

Use rcinge vadues with caution.

Original values were used in plotting and nHpping.

Oonfidence Limits;

Sand % data are accurate to + 3.0%

Silt % data eire accurate to + 2.0%

Clay % data aure accurate to + 2.0%

Medieui data are accurate to + 0.1 phi

Meem data are accurate to + 0.1 phi

Sorting data are accurate to + 0.1 F*^i

Skewness data are accurate to + 0.1

Kurtosis data are accurate to + 0.15

(Kurtosis oonfidence limit excludes effect of

extrene value obtained)
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APPENDIX IV:

Field emd Laboratory Methods

Sanpling;

Vertical dneinnel sanpling vas erployed v*ien the texture of the

sediment changed significcuitly over small distances, such as

alternating ooarse/fine beds, or vhen lenses of coarse-grained

material e^jpeared scattered throu^ a generally fine-gredned

exposure. In areas without adequate exposure, rcindcin spot

Seuipling was used. A pit 0.5 to 1.0 metre deep was dug and a

sanple was taken at the bottofn. Systaratic spot sanpling was

applied in cases v^ere ein exposure afforded a wide variety of

textures (such as the "Horse Farm" site) or the «qx3sure appeared

fairly hcmogeneous. In the former case, individual beds were

sanpled. In the latter, a series of evenly spaced sanples was

taken over a verticad interval.
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Coring Technique;

Coring technique follows that of R. ralrvrnple (l^^PO personal

ccrrmunication), v>hD obtained his infomation on coring equir»iient

and design frcm Phillips (TI.S.G.S., Menlo Parle, California), vho

modified it from plans published by Senders (196flK The coring

eqviiinrent used for this investigation bears little reseriblance to

Sander's corer, but the method remains essentially the same.

After the cenercil area of interest for coring vsas selected, a

coring site was chosen that was sufficiently far away from trees

so as to minimize the possibility of encountering a root vhile

coring. ^Vro-metre lengths of 3 inch inside diameter AES pipe (1/4

inch wall thickness) were used as core tubes. Preliminary

preparaticn of the tubing included insuring that both ends were

cut at 'K)" to the long axis of the pipe, for a flat contact with

the rest of the oaring equipment, and bevelling one end of the

pipe to ease penetration into the sediment and to reduce the

distortion effect that may be caused by lateral cxrpaction of the

sediments vhile being forced into the tube. An att*ypt was nade to

start the core penetraticn by hand in as vertical position as

possible. Gentle tapping of the weight usually initiated enough

fsenetration to allow the coring tube to support the rest of the

equipnent. The exceptions occurred vhen attempting to penetrate

clay, in v>hich case additionsd supiport and increased force cjf

poundino were necressary. The amount of time and effort nec:essary

to achieve totsil penetration of the coring tube depended on the

ocmDoeition of the sediment. Ideally, the naterial to be cored

shcxjld be water-saturated such that the particles of sediment are

easily displaced by the coring tube Airing penetration. Water

also provides Bare lubrication during extraction of the coring

tube. Greater voter content and cxjarser saind texture permitted

faster penetration, vthile dry sediments with a hich clay cxMitent

slowed progress cxxisiderably. Two operators were always nec:essary

vi^ule cxjring.





Once full penetration was achieved, any variance of tlie core tube

fran verticcil was noted as well as the core's orientation to north

and its identifying nart>er. Inside and outside depths to ground

surface were then measured to determine degree of ccrpacticxi.

Encu^ water was poured inside the tube to fill it to the rim. A

few nrments were taken to allow at least the tcp part of the core

to beccne saturated with water. The water provided an air seal

during extraction of the core, as well as displacing the air above

the sediment, so that, after full sealing and oanmencement of

extraction, a vacuum was produced such that the sediment within

the tube and the tube itself acted as a single "piston" v*iile

being raised, rather than allowing sediment to fall out of the

open end.

Extraction of the tube frcm the ground was achieved by attaching

the extraction handles and either pullir^ up ty hand or, as was

most canion, pulling up with the assistance of one or two oar

jacks. The jacks were placed either directly in contact with the

heu^les, or a chain was wrapped around the oore tube and attached

to the jack. When sufficient friction was overcome to loosen the

tube from the grouivl, the tube was then extracted the rest of the

way ty hand. As seen as the bottom end of the tube cleared the

ground surface, a plastic cap was placed over it to prevent loss

cjf cxjre. The tap cap was then removed eind the excess water poured

off. The tube was transported to the lab in sis vertical position

as possible. Once in the lab, the bottcm cap C3f the coring tube

was loosened to adlcjw eiry excess water to drain exit. This usually

took 2 to 3 days.

In a limited nunteer of cases, a toted of afjproxiimtely four metres

of sedijnent was obtained at a single cjoring site ty extracting the

2 metre cxsre, and carefully placing a 4 metre tube down the hole

left by the removzil of the 2 metre cxjre. Pounding of the new tube

then prcx»ed8 as before.

Extraction and transport of these 4 metre cores was difficult, ao

their use was limited, but v*ien the two cxDres frcm one site were

put end to end in the lab, a fair representation of a 3 to 4 metre

ooace was obtained.
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EquiFnent breakdown ;

As a result of the pounding nature of the coring nethod, it was

ir>evitable that parts of the coring equipment would eventually

fail. IW-S was due to the stress caused by the intense shodc of

the wei^t hitting the steel cap. The most coiroi failure was the

breaking of the weld holding the ^ide pipe to the steel cap.

While vrorking with Dalrynple in the field, the same problan was

encountered, but virtually nothing could be done to avoid it.

Dalrynple (1983, personal cannrtunication) reports that in a recent

attenpt to cverccme the problem, very large rivets vsiere used to

attacii the guide pipe to the steel cap, but these also eventually

broke uider the force of the blows.

During the field work for this investigation, the original weld

rerained intact for the catpletion of thirteen cores. After the

first repair at the Brock University machine shop, subsequent

welds lasted for only 2 or 3 cores, and the equiprent wDuld

occeisionally have to be repaired in the field at a local garage.

The additional welding performed eifter the first breakdown

weakened the fabric of the steel, making it fairly brittle eind

subject to addition2Ll failure. Consequently, a fair amount of

field time was lost waiting for equipment repair.

A change of design nay have helped this breakage problem. If the

steel cap eind guide pipe could be made out of a single piece of

mBt2d, thus avoiding any welding, increased strength could be

e^qsected. Also, if the guide pipe could be made out of solid

steel rod instead of a hollow pipe, it vgould be nuch less

suscqjtible to failure. Recent eKJvsinces in coring unconsolidated

sediments by means of vibracoring would eliminate the problem

altogether, since no pounding of the core tube is necessary. The

prchibitive cost of a vibracoring setup nekes the equipment

that was used for this thesis cost effecti\« in terms of

materiads. However, cores are limited to eq>proximately 2 metres

length. Much of the frustration due to excess repair time could

be elijninated as long as "difficult-to-core" imterials, sudi as

ooTfxicted sand or massi^« clay, are avoided, thus easing the

strain on the coring equipment.
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Cutting and Sanpling of Gores

Ebctraction of the sediment from the core tube with internal

structures undisturbed proved irrpossible. Elxperiments with dry,

wet eind frozen cores were conducted, all with negative results,

llierefore, the core tubes had to be cut open for examination and

subsampling. A core cutting rack was constructed which allowed

the core tube, in a horizontal position, to be cut by a portable

power saw. A track for the saw was designed to allow the saw to

cut only the core tube wall, and not penetrate the sediment

within. The track eilso allowed two straight cuts along the long

axis of the tube to be made 180" apart. Standard procedure

adopted was to cut the core tube along the east-west plane, and to

subsairple the north half of the core. The north half was usually

sliced into 5 cm long segments and each subsample was described

and bagged separately, noting its depth in the core. Subsanples

less thcin 5 cm long were taken v^erever a marked change in

sediment character was seen. Any features seen in the E-W plane

were cdso described at the time of subsampling. Occasionally,

when a massive section of core, or one with potentially limited

use was encountered, alternate 5 cm long segments were discarded

to reduce the total number of samples.

In cores with a high clay content, piano wire was used to split

the core along the E3-W plane prior to sampling. Ttiis gave a much

smoother surface from which to make peels.

All sampling tools were cleaned between samples in order to avoid

cross contamination. Gore samples were then handled the same as

surfaoe samples.

Pore Peel Technique

After sampling, the south half of each core was air-dried in a

ftane hood for at least one day, after which, the B-W surface was

planed smooth with a straight edge and loose sand was gently blown

away. The cut surfaoe of the core tube was coated with Vaseline
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to prevent excess glue frcm forming a bonfl hetween the rmsonite

cund the cxjre tube.

Ccrnnon peel procedure for unconsolidated sediment involves the use

of epoxy resin. This material proved too costly emd difficult to

obtain, and nary alternate substances were experimenter! with,

including paraffin wax, epoxy floor sealer, Plasticast casting

resin, an alternate epoxy resin, fiberglass plastic filler, and

LePage's Bcaidfaist glue. Only the Bondfast was inexpensive, widely

available, easy to cleein-up eind had the proper soaking and

hardening properties for my use.

In order to nake a peel of a core, diluted Bondfast (2 parts vater

to 1 part glue) was poured on the dry, smooth surface of the core

and quickly and gsntly brushed to wet the entire surface evenly.

Experience determined the eimount of glue necessary to soak into

the sediment the proper depth (approximately 1 cm). The coated

core was then allowed to dry in a fume hood until the glue surface

v«s firm enough to withstand the application of thick, indiluted

Bondfast. TVo coats of full strength Bondfast were then applied

by brushinci, edlcwina time for full drying between ooats. At

some point in the process, photos were taken of the cores to

ensure sone record of the structures in case the peeling process

was not successful.

^'Jhen the glue was completely dry (after 2 to 3 days in a fume

hood) the peel was separated from the core tube wall, the entire

core vos inverted ever a strip of irasonite, and the core tube was

lifted off the peel and excess sediment. Since the interior part

of the excess sediment, including the detailed peel surface, was

still r\amp, the peel find excess sediirent were left undisturbed for

another 2 days. At this point, the peel was hard enoucji to

carefully brush off and discard excess sediment fran the detailed

peel surface. Once the peel vyas free of mast loose sand, it was

glued to the masonite strip and labelled. Since the peel is a

negative "hmge" of the south half of the oore, when lodkiixi at a

peel, west is generally to the left and east is generally to the

ri<tit (See photoe o? reels. Plates 5 to 11).
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Sedigraph Analysis;

A brief surmary of the theory and operation of the SediGr^h

rtadxine is included here. The concentrated slurry fron wet

sieving was placed in a small beaker with a magnetic stirrirg bar.

While constcintly being stirred, a continuous aliquoit of

suspension was punped into a cleeir-walled cell. When all

parameters for analysis had he&n cptimized, the punping was

stopped and the sediment began to settle in the cell. A sthII

X-ray beam was positioned to pass throu^ the bottan of the cell.

As the analysis progressed, the cell was lowered throu^ the X-ray

bean at an exponentially decreasing rate, while a detector on the

opposite side of the cell measured the intensity of X-ray energy

passing throu^ it. The intensity of energy peissing throui^ the

cell at any cne point is r^resentative of the amount of sediment

particles interrupting the X-ray beam. Since the sediment cell is

being moved downward at a laiown rate, the size of particles

interrupting the X-ray beam at any one point is kncwn from Stoke ' s

law. The ocmputation module of the SediGraph receives the cell

movement and X-ray intensity information and feeds a continually-

ccrputed \«lue to a recording device, where a graph is produced

(Fig. 52). This graph represents particle size measured, versus

relative amount present. Relative values are converted to

absolute amounts of ary particle size fron the calculated total

amounts of fines present in the "100 gram subsanple" (after

Microneritics Instrument Corp., 1978).
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Statistical Parameter Graphs

For nary years, geologists eind sedimentologists have been

attempting to interpret and/or predict clastic depositional

enviroranents fran bivariate plots of grain size distribution

statistics. This has mat with varying (tegrees of siK:cess. The

reader is referred to papiers by Friednan (1961), Folk emd Ward

(1957), Polk (1966) and Jones (1970), for exanples using different

statistics fomilae.

The author arployed one statistical graphing nethod in cin attaipt

to delineate the environments of deposition of the thesis sanples.

The chosen method, bivariate plots of Polk and Ward graphic

statistics, was used to gain insight as to the genereil nature of

the sediments and their possible relationships to one another.

Mascn eind Folk (1958) found that a plot of skewness versus

kurtosis was the best bivariate graph to distinguish between the

beach, dune cind aeolian flat environments of Mustang Islcind,

Texas. They used the graphic parameters set out by Folk and \ferd

(1957). The fact that Mason and Folk were able to "readily

distinguish" the different envirorments cjf the island, even though

the sanples were "exceedingly uniform", suggests that an

examination of the Folk aixi Ward parameters for samples in the

Dunnville area is in order, since it a^>peaured that the units

sanpled in the thesis area nay be difficult to distinguish,

p>articularly on gr2iin size statistics alcxie.

Another frequently used method of calculating grain size

parameters is the method of manents (Friedman, 1961). Whereeis the

ocnplete size distribution curve is taken into consideration to

oonpute moment measures, graphic methods discard the tails of

distributicxi curves to a \«rying extent, depending on the method

used. Contrzifltly, v*»en using moment measures, the finest fraction

is frequently lurrped into one class, or the distribution is

sometimeB artificially "clcased" by extrapolation tcjwards the

fines. Mcjnent ricewness «uTd kurtxDsis are likely to be «iffected by

sudi procedures, thou^ graphic measures 2u:e not (Folk, 1966).
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In his paper corparing both nornent and graphic statistics, Jones

(1970) concludes that the nment measures have desirable

statistical prcperties if there eire no errors induced by grouping

of data or truncation (open-endedness) of the grain-size

distribution. Jones explains that the grouping error will be

unirportant if the sieve interval is small ccmpared to the sorting

of the sample. Mso, truncation errors are significant if

truncaticn makes \3p as mudi as ere percent of the sanple. Jones

(1970) also states that even if there are no errors introduced by

grouping or truncation, the sample mments are sli^tly biased.

With regards to statistics derived by graphic methods, Jones

(1970) states that:

"The graphical estirreitions use less of the sample data than do
the mcnent measures, and are therefore less efficient, implying
greater veriability. ^n additionad source of \ariation is due to
interpolation of percentiles from the cumulative curve, although
this is relatively minor. A more serious problem is that the
graphic statistics are inter-related; skewness emd kurtosis in the
sarple will alter the estimates of population mean, sorting,
skewness and kurtosis."

Jaquet and Vemet (1976) conclude that mean, sorting and ske^'mess

could be estimated either by monent measiires or bj' Folk and Ward ' s

methods, without substantial differences in interpretation. They

also conclude th^^t in the determination of kurtosis, both methods

have disadvantages; moment kurtosis does not provide mLx:h more

information than standard deviation, and the graphic kurtosis

depends, to a great extent, on skewness.

Since the grain size analysis corputer program used for this

thesis ooTputed both Polk and Ward statistics and moment measures,

it was decided to select several sinalyzed sanples auxl do a randan

corpariaon of values obtained; ie.: the ^fcment Mean with the

Graphic (Folk and Ward) Mean, Moment Skewness with Graphic

Inclusive 5?kewness, etc. Tlie results are depicted in Fiqures 37

to 40. These graiphs demonstrate that one nust be very careful

v*ien aarporircr any aenerated plots to plots published in the

literature, especially with regards to vhich method was used to

calculate the statistics. It is clear that, dependinn on vJhich
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method is used, vastly different riii*)ers cxould be generated,

possibly resulting in misinterpretaticxi of plotted values. It

appears that this is not unknown in the literature, vhere an

author has txied to ccrpare his Folk emd Weurd statistical plots

vath graphs produced by Friedman (1961). For instance, Moiola and

Weiser (1968) clearly state that they used the formulas of Folk

and Ward (1957) in calculating the grain size statistics for their

sanples, but then they proceed to ccrpare their plotted saitples

with Friedman's (1961) graphs. As mi^t be expected, they

achieved mixed results.
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Figure 53:

TYPES OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

(after Petro-Canada Research and Developrent, Calgary)
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APPENDIX V

Carbon-14 Analysis

BROCK UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES

REQUEST FOR RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATION

Field saBple No.: f£^T G Pi Brock Univ. No.: Date •ubmltted: ^^. £/^A.

Collector: 6, ^- ^y*-^ ^^'^"T Dete collected: -^^^ ^/^2

Materiel: Si4-^P ^ fif'^r Enclosing Material :>«//• i> - ro^/^jT:^ J«^ /I. /> ^<?/'^

Geographic Location (Include Lat. & Long.; attach aketch If useful) ^ -t^

Collection site (road cut, borehole.etc. ; depth or position -on bank; distance behind
natural exposed face; exposure fresh, old, plant growth? enclosing material wet, dry,

oxidized, etc.? attach sketch):

-House fiXC^K^r/f/V
- A/or iN-TfTu - /*"'fr fotfePer ^C^S ^^"^ /V/- o^ /^jtC^ i,^?-^ e> y^^r^tf,

- Ffesv Sx^eSCt^f

Local strat Igraphic relations (attach sketch):

^SSrffC>' /VCO^f^/rA?'£0 t^^riVz-A^ ^CTyf U/y//-* tft^ef CC^y <9iyfCf^^

Regional strat igraphic 'iett Ing; geological or other significance; prdbable age:

l^eST J> £:^Jr

f km

7~/CC
State of preservation; factorsthat may result In anoaalous age (present or past

geological envlronsant; sampling, storage, etc. )

:

References to pertinent published Inforaatlom or to previous radiocarbon dates:

Copy of (Drigined Radicxarbon Request Fom

((ixit'd)
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SAMPLE NO: ODRS

THErRS

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

BROCK UNIVERSITY GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES

KADIOCARBCW LAB

BGS 795

Peat C P 1

George PasUrik Tkesls

PRETREATMENT

(a) Reaoval of foreign aaterlal

(b) Reaoval of huaic acid

(c) Dlatllled water wa»h

(d) Acid leach

(e) Coanenca

Tea No

El
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APPHTODC VI

Useful Qjarts and Tables
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Table 3: Phi Oonparison Table (Folk, 1974)

U. S. Standard
Sieve Mesh U

Millimeters Microns Phi ((})) Wentworth Size Class

Boulder (-8 to -124))

Cobble (-6 to -84))

Pebble (-2 to -6^))

Granule

>
<

o

Very coarse sand

Coarse sand

Medium sand

<

Fine sand

Very fine sand

Coarse silt

Medium silt

Fine silt

Very fine silt

Clay
(Sonne use (24) or

94) as the cloy

boundry)

0.00006
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APPENDIX VII

Ccpputer Output Exanple
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APPENDIX VIII

Grain Size Analysis Manual Worksheet
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®

COLUMN EXPLANATION ;

t AGGREGATES— from Grain Size Data Sheet.

FRACTION WEIGHT— from Grain Size Data Sheet. Gravel values
are for entire sample, not split weights. (Values in
this column assume entire seunole has been passed
through at least a -1.0 9 (2 mm) sieve.)

(^) CALCULATED WEIGHT OF AGGREGATES— Value in Column (^ minus value
in Column (5), Use to calculate total weight of aggregates.

QP WEIGHT CORRECTED FOR AGGREGATES— if no aggregates present, use
>ane values as in Column (^

Correct as follows:

ie: 25% aggregates 4.135 griuns fraction weight

wt corrected for aggregates is:

( 1-0.25) X 4.135 = 3.094 grams

^ % READING— Sedigraph values from Grain Size Data Sheet.

(^ FRACTION %—Compute as follows:

ie: at 5.0 ? /sedigraph\ /decimal
I decimal I minus I % readi

0
Jin^

Istarting %/ ^ ^

at 5.5 9 /decimal \ iUecimal
minus [% reading

\at 5.5 9

J

example: (assume sedigraph starting % is 100 %.)

f size % reading fraction %

5.0 97 1.00 - 0.97 « 0.03

5.5 91 0.97 - 0.91 - 0.06

etc. etc. etc.

« >

last reading— 12.0 20 0.23 - 0.20 - 0.03

12.5 0.20 - - 0.20

MOTE: even though you may not have read a value for
(ie.)12.5, you will still get a 'fraction %" value here.
(This value is loosely considered to be the "leftovers".)

€> CORRECTED TO STARTING %— Value from Column (f)

the decimal starting %

let If sedigraph starting % is exactly 100 %,
do not fill in this column. If, for example,
the sedigraph starting I is 82 %, then all
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edigraph readings must be corrected as follows:

y size fraction % corrected starting %

7.5 0.06 0.06 * 0.82 = 0.0732
8.0 0.035 0.035 0.82= 0.0427

Q) MUD FRACTION WEIGHT— multiply value from Column ^ by Total wt. of fines.

(S) SPLITTING FACTOR— value is "1" for Gravel fractions (since valv

in the gravel range are whole sample values.
lues

gravel range
not split values.)

For sand and mud fractions, compute as follows:

/Total sample wt\ /Total gravel wt
adjusted for I minus

j
adjusted for

i^ggregates J ^^aggregates, if an^

divided by

«'re-wash weight of split\
I adjusted for aggregatesy

(SI

NOTE: This value will be identical for all fractions
from -0.5 fl to 12.0 d , inclusive. (Also used if there

are any values for (T readings beyond 12.0)

TOTAL FRACTION WEIGHT— Column ® OR Column
(gravels (mud)
and sands)

multiplied by

Value in Column (^

@% WEIGHT OF TOTAL— values in Column (§) divided by total sample wt
(adjusted for aggregates)

multiplied by 100.

(jj) CUMML'LATIVE %— value in Column ^ plus sum of all values above it.

ie:
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X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis

210

X-Fluorescence Standards

The following rock stcindards were used as references for X-ray
fluorescence sanple einalysis:

Eleirents

Analyzed

Major

Sanple

all

Standards

Trace all

1st Run
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Precision

T^e precisicn limits of the XRF method for major oxides and trace
elements are:

(Wt. %)

Si02 = + 1.0

AI2 O3 = + 1.0

T FeO = M).2

MgO = + 0.05

CaO = + 0.2

Na20 = + 0.3

K2O = + 0.05

Ti02 = + 0.1

MnO = + 0.05

P2O5 = + 0.05

(Bazinet, 1980)

Ba = + 129

Zr = + 48

Y = + 9

Sr = + 50

Rb = + 18

Zn = + 14

Cu = + 9

Ni = + 11

Cr = unknown

V = unknown
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